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PONTCHARTR.AIN RESEARCH GOMMITTEE

The Pontchartrain Research Committee (PRC) was formed in 1992 after the first "Basics of the Basin"
Symposium. The primary mission of the PRC is tb promote high qualiq basic research that supports
management, restoration and conservation efforts in the Pontchartrain Basin. The PRC members listed
below have donated personal time to help plan the 2004 Symposium. This is the first Syrnposium to
include Pontchartrain Restoration Projects funded by direct congressional appropriation for the Basin.
The Pontchartrain Research Committee intends to continue to sponsor Symposia on a biennial basis.
We are open to suggestions for our 2006 meeting. Feel free to contact John Lopez, or any of the
committee members about topics, invited speakers or special sessions.
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Research Summaries

REMOTE SENSING ANALYSES OF BROWN MARSH PROGRESSION A}ID RECOI'ERY IN COASTAL
LOUISIANA.

Beall, A.D., A.LT. Sigurdson and P.S. Penland. Pontcharhain Institute of Environmental Sciences, Department of
Geology and Geophysics, University ofNew Orleans, 2000 Lakeshore Drive, New Orleans, LA.

Wetlancls play a major and varied role in tlle socio-economic well being of coastal Louisiana. Wetlands protect vital
inftastructure, provide critical wildlife habitat, support commercial and recreational fisheries, improve water quality
and provide a rntural barrier to hruricane irnpacts. In the summer of 2000 coastal Louisiana suffered a near
catastrophic vegetative dieback event called Brown Marsh. To date, the cause ofthe Brown Marsh phenomeron s
unknown. fn response to this dieback evenq the Scientific-Technical Comrnittee of the Barataria-Tenebonne
National Estuary Program (BT-NEP) and the Louisiana Deparunent of Natual Resources (LaDNR) established a
working group of resource fiutnagers and scientists to address the problem (www.brownmarsh.net). Included in this
multi-disciplirnry approach is the identification of status and trends form satellite, aerial, aad ground surveys and
examination of possible causes integrating greenhouse and fielil stuilies with historical climactic and hydrological
data sets. As part of this larger study, the University of New Orleans - Coastal Reseaxch Laboratory (LINO-CRL)
analyzed Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) imagery from 2000 and 2001 to determine the
progression and/or recoyery of the Brolra Marsi phenomenon duoughout the saline and brackish marshes of coastal
Louisiana. For comparisorq the coastal zone was broken into three separate zones (Figure 1): 1) Mississippi River
Delta Plain- East of the Mississippi River (MRPD-East), 2) Mississippi fuver Delta Plain - West of the Mississippi
River (MR?D-West), and 3) Chenier Plain. The Landsat 7 ETM+ sensor has proven to be a vematile tool for
wetland vegetation studies. A classification based on bands I through 5, band 7, and a calculated Normal2ed
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) of the Landsat imagery provides a regional perspective that higblights broad
changes in vegetation and landscape pattems.

Brown Marsh is the rapid and unusual dieback of smooth cordgrass (Sparlina alturniflora) nnrshes that occurred in
the coastal zone of Louisiana starting in the summer of 2000. While it is not unusual for salt marshes to dieback, the
Brown Marsh phenomenon differs in two ways. First, the dieback began early in the season long before it would
naturally occur in the fall. Second, the area affected is on a greater scale then would occur natwally. To assess the
damage inflicted by Brown Marsh on the saline and brackish marshes, a classification of 2000 I-ardsat 7 imagery
was performed. Additionally, the classifrcation was repeated for 2001 10 determine the extent and amount of
progression and/or recovery of the affected areas in the coastal zone,

In the coastal zone of Louisiana, ,Brouzr Marsh affecred2,758.7 kn2 of vegetation in 2000. By 2001 that number
increased to 3,178.7 km'. For both time periods, the MRDP-West contain€d the most affected vegetation.
However, it showed tlle least amount ofincrease of the tluee study areas. In the Chenier Plairl there was an overall
irctease of Brown Marui affected veg€tation, but some recovery was indicated by a dramatic decrease in the two
most severe classes; brown marsh and brown marsh exposecl. The MRDP-East showed an increase of 149.6 km2of
Brown Marsh affected vegetation between 200O and 2001. However, the percent area shows that overall this
exhibited the least amount ofchange of the Brovm Marsh affected vegetation between 2000 and 2001.

Throughout the coastal zone of I-ouisia rnthe Brown Mars& phenomenon progressed between 2000 and 2001.
However, this study demonstrates that, at least in part, the marshes affected by -Brown Marsh arc showing signs of
recovery.
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POLLUTION SOURCE TRACKING IN THE BOGUE FALAYA./TCHEFUNCTE RTVER WATERSHED,

Bourqeois-Calvin. A., A. Rheams and C. Dufrechou. Lake Pontcharhain Basin Foundation. Metairie, LA

ln 2002 the Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation (LPBF) began the Sub-Basin Pollution Source Tracking Program
in response to high fecal coliform bacteria counts observed on north shore rivers. LPBF applied the program to the
Bogue Falaya River in 2002 as the Bogue Falaya Wayside Park in Covington exhibited the highest bacteria courts
of all sites monitored by LPBF- The Tchef.rncte watershed of which the Bogue Falaya is the maj or tributary, was
targeted in 2003. This combined watershed is also of interest as it represents an area of rapid development in St.
Tammany Parish.

The Sub-Basin Program's methodology utilizes a multi-faceted approach to track down and correct sources of
human fecal pollution. Activities include intensive water quality monitodng tbroughout the year, inspection of and
assistance to wastewater teatment plants (WWTPs), and analysis ofdata through the LPBF's Geographic
Infonnation Science (GIS) Prograrr! all covered under an EPA Quality Assurance Project Plan. The Sub-Basin
Program begins with LPBF performing a reconnaissance survey for fecal coliform (and E coli on the Tchefuncte) on
the targeted watershed in January of the year. All rivers, tributaries, and other waterwa'"s accessible by car are
monitored for tlree consecutive days and the g€ometric means calculated. From the reconnaissarce, monitoring
sites are choseu on the river and associated drainages. All sites are monitored weekly to montily for the primary
panmeters of fecal coliform (and E coli on the Tchefuncte) and the secondary water physiochemical parameters of
temperature, dissolved oxygen, specific conductance, pH, and turbidrty. AII sites are monifored from February to
December of the year. For inspection of WWTPS, LPBF contracts a wastewater teclnician to locate wastewat€r
plants and assist the owners/operctors of the ptants. Lastly, data acquired ftom the above activities are analyzed
through LPBF's GIS program to investigate potential relationships between water quality and land use, urbanization,
population, and other factors.

An 8%-mile span of the Bogue Falaya was monitored, from Million Dollar Road tci the Boston St. bridge in
Covington (immediately north of the Bogue Falaya Wayside Park), and Tchelirncte fuver was monitored from Hwy
40 in Folsom to the mouth. These specific portions ofthe watersheds were analyzed as they represent the urbanized
areas of the watershed, Runoff from dairy lagoons and other agdcultural activities are addressed in other LPBF
programs. On the Bogue Falaya, fecal coliform values ranged from a geometric mean of415.43 MPN (most
probable number- at the northernmost site) to 813.27 MPN, with Boston Sl iu the heart of Covington, yielding a
geometric mean of692.90. Fecal coliform counts on the Bogue Falaya were not found to differ significantly. On
the Tchefuncte fuver, fecal coliform geometric means ranged from 52 (at the mouth ofthe river) to a high of434
MPN, direcdy south ofthe City ofCovington. Sites in the lower portion ofthe river (after tle conllusnce with tlle
Bogue Falaya) were firund to have significantly lower fecal coliform and E coll counts than sites higher on the river,
(c:0.05, Tukey-Kramer) due to the inlluence ofLake Pontchartrain.

Water quality analyses performed on the drainages were utilized to assess input into the sub-basin. Prioritizing by
fecal coliform counts, land use within the drainage basin was investigated and fec.al pollution sources targeted and
assisted. In 2002-2003, LPBF's wastewater technician, assisted by the LA. D€pt. of Environmental Quality's
(LDEQ) Small Busin€ss Assistance Prograrq aided 182 WWTPs in the combined Bogue Falaya,/Tchefuncte sub-
watershed, ranging in size ftom 500-1.4 million gallons per day (gpd). Nearly half (48%) ofplants assisted were
small, ranging ftom500-1000 gpd, and belonged to small businesses. Plants > 1000 gpd accoutrted for 4O%o of
plants and the last 10% ofplants were septic systerns, plants ofunknown size, or the facilities tied in to municipal
sewerage through the process. Most owners/operators suffered fiom a lack of education on their plant and were
grateful for the assistance. Only a small percentage ofplants, less than 10%, had to be referred to LDEQ'S
enforcement division due to lack of coopemtior. LPBF has also partnered with the City of Coyington to assist in
leak detection, repair, and upgrading ofthc City's sewerage system.

In addition to the activities ofthe Sub-Basin Pollution Source Tracking Progran! the LPBF also coordinates the St.
Tammany Water Qualiry Task Force, giving state agencies and representatives for the parish and municipalities a
forum to discuss sewerage issues and coordinate efforts. The Task Force has produced an education plan for sewage
issues and the LPBF has begun implementing the plan by producing and airing television and radio public service
arurouncements on northshore sewerage issues and producing a brochure being dispersed by the agencies.
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Data taken from the LPBF's Recreational Water Quality Monitoring Prograrl at Bogue Falaya Wayside Park in
Covingto& indicate that the progam is working and that results can ocour in a shorter time period than anticipated.
The nurnber of months attaining swimming criteria (200 MPN, based on tlle geometric mean of at least 5 samples
taken in a 30-day period) increased from two in 2001 to five in 2003. Moreover, the monthly geometric means
&opped ftom a high of 874.53 MPN in 2001 to a high of 684.47 MPN in 2003.

The LPBF Sub-Basin Pollution Source Tracking Progam represents a multi-faceted approach to improving Eater
quality. By assessing and monitoring the current water quality on a river and its &ainages, the LPBF can target and

correct pollution sources. The LPBF will continue the Sub-Basin Pollution Source Tracking Program on the Bogue
Falap/Tchefuncte Sub-Basin through 2004 and will then bring tlle program to other sub-watersheds in the Lake
Pontchartrain Basin. It is the eventual goal ofthe progmm and ofthe LPBF that Basin rivers may become cleaned
to the point where they can be utilized again for recreahon.
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LPBF LAGOON GIS: A GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION APPROACH TO I\{ANAGING LAGOON
CLEANOUT IN THE LAI(E PONTCHARTRAIN BASIN.

Briuglio, S. Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation, Metairie, LA.

In 2001 the Lake Pontchartraiq Basin Foundation (LPBF) began constructing an in-house Geographic Information
System (GIS) as a tool to assist in the restoration of Lake Pontchartrain. The functions ofthe LPBFGIS are data
storage, analysis, and the production of materials conceming data pertaining to the Lake Pontcharkain Basin.

Cr.rrently, the LPBF uses its GIS for analyzing and mapping the basin in its efforts to monitor sub basin water
quality, detect habitat change, and identify corelations between the two. However, until r€cently the uses of GIS as
a rnanagement tool have not been utilized.

In 2001, LPBF developed a program ivith the U.S. Departrnent of Agdculture-Natual Resource Conseryahon
Sewice (NRCS) to assist dairy farm operators with naintenance oftheir waste lagoon systerns. These lagoons are
used as catchment basins to retain animal waste runoff from dairy farms. There are approximately two hundred such
lagoons in the Florida Parishes ofST. Helena, St Tammany, Tangipahoa and Washington.

In order to better manage the state of these lagoons and the effects that poorly manage.d lagoons may have on natual
resources (i.e. water quality), the use ofa GIS has been implemented. The GIS stores spatial data for all lagoon
cleanout points, water bodies, soil data, infrastructwe and a number of other entities. In additio& the system also
shows each lagoon's exact distance to rivers and streams, and stores satellite imagery and aerial photos for the
parishes previorsly mentioned.

However, unlike many other systerns, the function ofthe GIS is not limited to performing general analyses and
making maps. In an attempt to bddge the gap between analysis and administration, the user interface of the GIS has
been modified via programming. By combining ArcView GIS software with Microsoft firnctions such as MS Word,
a custom user interface for lagoon management has been produced. This allows the user to run queries on the lagoon
database, perform basic spatial analyses and overlays, create rraps in a printable format, produce reports and pdnt
forrnatted lefters to dairy operators who are out of compliance informing them that it is time for an inspection and
who to contact for assistance. The array offunctions performed by the lagoon GIS make it essentially a one-stop-
shop for lagoon management.

In a sarnple use ofthe GIS interface, adminishative perconnel with little to no training in the use ofGIS platforms
were able to seamlessly identify lagoons who were in need of rnaintenance, produce a report listing all water bodies
within a specified distance to the plant that would potentially be effected by those particular lagoons due to runoff,
produce a map graphic ofthe shrdy area, and personalized formatted letters and maiting labets for each ofthe
operators whose lagoons were identified by the query. Other departments of the LPBF are then able to use the
rcports for more intensive monitoring. For example, the lists ofpotentially effected rivers and steams can be used to
identify potential testing sites for water quality sampling.

The LPBF believes that through the use ofGIS some mysteries ofthe Basin's resources will efficiently be solved.
The steps taken and attention to detail in the process ofbuilding the GIS are the key to its success. By continuing
analysis, sharing data and working with peers, LPBF plans to continue working with GIS to better our environment.
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SEED BAI\KS OF AN OLIGOIIALINE MARSH ALONG PASS MAT\CHAC, LOTISIANA.

Canpbell. D.- and P.A. Keddy. Southcastern Louisiana University, Hammond, LA

Marches are unpredictable environments, subject to disturbance. This is especially true in the marshes along the Gulf
Coast which are subject to seasonal storms, salinity shifts, herbivory from nutria, and, historically, fire. Recovery of
these marshes after disturbance depends ir a large degree to the recruitment of plants ftom the seed bank. Marshes
in general hold large seed banks, Their composition consequ€ntly determines the possible funue rnarsh associations
after dishubance.

Wetlands along Pass Manchac, Iruisiana are a good exarrple of a dishrrbance-prone ecosystem with shifting
species assemblages. A century ago they were cypress swamps which was clearcut; ihey never regenerated and
converted to oligohaline marsh. In recent years, shifls in assemblages have been observed from Sagittaria-Scirpus
associations to other emergent marsh communities and even to shrub-dominated assemblages during the 2000-2001
drought. In 2002, we began a long-term experiment at the Turtle Cove Experimental Marsh (TCEM) along Pass
Manchac to determine tlle interacting effects of fertility and dishrrbance on species composition and cover. One part
ofthis study, which we report here, was the conpletion ofa seed bank survey to determine the concentation of
seeds and the corrposition ofthe seed bank in comparison with the marsh vegetation.

Forty-eight sediment samples were collected in December 2002 along a gradient of marsh communities changing
ftomSagittaria lancifolia-Schoenoplectus robustus ljt&rshto Schoenoplectus americanus marst,. Each sample
consisted offour subsamples which were l0 cm diameter by 2.5 cm deep, taken in the comers of a 3 x 3 m square
area. Sarr4rles were refligerated at 4 oC in the dark until mid Jaauary 2003. They were then spread over potting soil
in greenhouse trays, placed in an un-walled greenhouse and watered biweekly until July. Germinating seedlings
were identified, counted then pulled-

On average, seed densities exceeded 15,500 seeds m'2 and reached up to 50,800 seeds m-2. These are extremely high
seed densities considedng tbat they ar€ only ftom the top 2 . 5 cm of sediment, although they were within the range
found in other marshes- Thirry-thee taxa were recorded in the seed bank and abundant taxa included Ammannia
coccinea, Cyperas spp. Eleocharis panula, Eleocharis cellulosa/, Polygonum punctqfi4m, Sagittaria lancifolia arld
,Sci?rs spp., each of which had densities ofbetween 1,100 to 1,800 seeds m-'- Annual specios formed 5670 ofthe
seed banlq perennial herbs 43% and woody plants <1%. Although the dominant species in the adult vegetation were
present in the seed bank, their relative importance differed and the composition ofthe seed bank in terrns ofnumber
ofseeds rn' usually differed from that of the adult v€getation as measued by percent cover-

These results willbe discussed in context to the ongoing experiment at TCEM and to narshes along the GulfCoast.
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EFFECTS OF THE T99?-2OOI EL NINO SOTITHERN OSCILLATION EVENT ON LAKE
PONTCIIARTRAIN SUBMERSED AQUATIC VEGETATION (SA\).

Cho. H.J.. and M.A. Poirrier. Departrnent ofBiological Sciences, Eshrarine Research Laboratory and the
Pontchaxtrain Instihrte for Environmental Sciences, University ofNew Orleans, New Orlearx, LA,

There was a shift ofENSO (El Niffo Southern Oscillation) phases ftom an extreme El Niflo phase to an e).aeme La
Nifra phase between summer of I 997 and spring 200 I . Unlike mild to moderate ENSO evenfs th at maily affect
only the equatorial South Pacihc Ocean, the recent ENSO event had a worldwide effect. Using our data on amual
SAV depth distribution and monthly water quality, we determined the effects ofthe ENSO event on SAV
(submersed aquatic vegetation) in Lake Pontchartrain where SAV was reported to be in state of decline for over four
decades-

Lake Pontchartrain SAV axeal coverage decreased by 25-35 o/o b€tween 1954 ar;d 1973, 50 To between 1973 and
1984 and 17 % between 1985 and 1992. The maximum depth of SAV decreased from 1.8 mto 1.0 m between 1954
and 1997 . We have conducted annual SAV surveys and montl y water quality monitoring since 1996 in order to
evaluate recent status ofSAV, to determine causes ofpopulation changes, and to identify key controlling factors of
SAV distribution in Lake Pontchartrain.

Species foliar cover was measued by the line-intercept method with continuous observations along hansects at
Pointe aur Herbes, Bayou Lacombe, Goose Point, and Fontainebleau State Park in late summer and fall of 1996
through 20O3 . Lincoln Beach site was suweyed in 2000 through 2003 . Water depths at which SAV occur were
recorded on each traruect. Surveys will be conducted in late summer 2002. Monthly measurements of temperature,
salinity, dissolved oxygen, pH, turbidity and photoslrlthetically active radiation (PAR) were collected at the study
sites excopt for Goos€ Point.
In Lake Pontchartain, water clanty and salinity were positively correlated (P<0.05, PCA and correlation arnlysis).
These variables significantly changed with year (P<0.01, ANOVA), but not with site (P-0.23, ANOVA). Data from
studies of SAV dynamics along hxed transects indicate that water clarity was tlle, principal factor affecting SAV
abundance and salinity was the principal factor affecting species composition (R':0.95, regression analysis). Lake
Pontcharhain SAV colonize.d up to a depth where PAR availability was I 0o4 of the surface irradiance. Therefore,
SAV maximum depth (Z--) was mainly determined by water clarity during the growing sexon (R2:0.71,
regression analysis), whereas the lower limit of SAV colonization depth (26) was determined by water level and
water level fluctuation. Both empirical (transect data) and calculated (daily lake level data) lower depth limit of
SAV colouization were 0.3 rn When water clarity and water level were comparable, site differences in SAV areal
coverage were explained by differences in shoreface slope (0, underwater profile). Shoreface slope determined the
distarrce between the maximum and mi nimrlm colonization depth (R':0.87, regression analysis)- Based on the key
factors of water clarity, water level fluctuatioq and shoreface slope, we developed the potential SAV habitat model
(PSA!, PSAV = (2.3 - 0.3 x K4) / (sin 0 x lid).

Dudng the ENSO phase change, water clarity and salinity signihcantly increased due to the reduced fieshwater
inputs fiom the La Nifra related drought. Water level decreased during the La Nifla phase but the reduced rainfall
also resulted in less water level fluch.ration that also incleased water clarity. As a result, maximum SAV
colonization depth (Z-") increased ftom 1.0 m to 1.8-2.0 m. Due to the ircreased Z**, a resurgence of Ruppia
maitima occufied during the 1999-2000. However, freshwater SAV, Vullisneiq americazd, co[tinued to decline
and there was a shift in species composition ftom Z americafla to R. maritimq ftom 1997 through 2002. Other
freshwater SAV incl:0,ding Najas guadalupensk and Potamogeton perfolistus did not occur in the lake dudng the
high salinity period in 2000-2001. Although Z americana and N. guadalupensis inqeased significantly between
2001 and 2002, R. mqritiua cor^tir\ued to dominate in 2002 due to its dramatic increase at Goose Point (8-fold
increase) and Lacombe (5-fold). Iloweve\ R. moritima was significantly reduced in 2003 with its overall depth
distribution reduced to 1.2 r\L Polamogeton perfoliatus, an SAV species whose Louisiana distribution is limited to
Lake Pontcharhaiq was not present during the 1998-2003 surveys.

The long-term decrease in SAV rnaximum colonization depth and areal coverage from 1953 to early 1990's has
been attributed to decreased water clarity due to increased nutrient input from expanded urban areas and increased
sediment resuspension from shell dredging, as well as toxins associated with urban runoff. During the resurgencc,
total SAV areal coverage rival€d the 1954 abuadance. Although this increase was dominated by one eu4rhaline
species, Ruppia marirma, due to the bigh salinity stress on freshwater SAV, this rapid response ofSAV population
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to water quality d€monstrated that r€storation ofhistoric grassbeds could be accomplished by improving water
clarity. Reduc€d number of Rangia clam during the high salinity period was probably the main cause of low water
clarity in 2002-2003. Therefore, the decline ofthe filter feeding nangta population is responsible for the reduced
SAV colonization depth in 2003. Ctntinued efforts to reduce turbidity and clam restoration would increase water
clarity lake-wide. Maintaining and increasing SAV "friendly shorelines" and culture aud transplanting Vqllisneria
would also enhance restoratioL

Our study results also indicate that SAV abundauce probably fluchrates with changes in climatic phases including
ENSO. Long-term clirnatic changes such as global warming would change frequencies and intensities ofcold or
warm ENSO phases. This will affect SAV abundance and composition in Lake Pontcharkain.
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PLANT SPECMS DIVERSITY IN A SOUTIIEASTERN LOUISIANA LONGLEAF PINE SAVANNA.

Clark M. A.. and P. A. Keddy. Southeastem Louisiana University, Hammond, I-ouisiana.

Longleafpine (Plnan pal4strs) comfiunities once covered much of t]re southeastern coastal plain in North America,
extending north into southern Virginia and west into eastern Texas. The amount of longleaf pine in pre-settlement
forests is an estimated 92 million acres that can be divided into 74 million acres of longleaf dominant stands and 18
million acres of longleaf in mixed species stands (Frost 1993). The naval store and lumber indushy, along with
agrioulhrral pmctices harvested or destroyed much of these comrrunities. The remaining fragments persist primarily
on atJ'pically wet or dry sites, the best soils being converted to agriculture (Peet and Allard 1993). Over the total
odginal natual range, less than 3olo ofthe natural upland vegetation rerrains in a semi-natural, fire-maintained
condition (Frost 1 993 ) .

Longleafpine is a non-conrpetitive, shade-intolerant species able to dominate an ecosystem due to frequent fres
killing the more competitive hardwoods and nraintaining a very diverse urderstory. In fact, the herbaceous
groundcover oflongleafpine ecosystems is one ofthe most diverse ecosystems outside ofthe tropics (?eet and
Allard 1993). Charactedstic species include many kinds of camivorous plarLts (e.9. Sauacenia alata, S. psitticina
and Drosera brevifolra) and orchids (Calopogon multiforus and C. pallidus). Although there are large nurnbers of
species in pine savannas, we do not yet understand pattems ofrelative abundance, nor their causes.

The study site is located on lake Ramsay Wildlife Management Area (WMA) near Covington, LA. This
conseryation area is owned and managed by the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF) and
contains 796 acres of open pine lands and various mixed pine-hardrvood forest (Smith unpubl.) . The area has been
bumed regularly before and after acquisition by LDWF promoting native groundcover of longJeafpine savaunas
and keeping out hardwoods and woody shrubs.

One huudred I -meter square plots were set up in an area of the Lake Ramsay WMA. 50 of these plots were placed
in an area where there is standitrg water for many parts ofthe year, the wet site and the other 50 plots were placed in
a slightly elevated area, considered the dry site. In October of2003 species occurrence and abudance were
recorded for each plot. A scale of I to 5 was used to estimate abundance with the following ranges:. l= <5yq2= 6-
25yo,3=26-50vq 4:51-'7 5% and 5:76-100%.

Species occurrence and abundanc€ v/ill be recorded in the spring and summer of 2004. We will quantiE/ the relative
frequency ofspecies in these 100 quadrats and test whether the pattem ofrelative fiequency changed v'ith moisture

In the fidl set of 100 quadrats, more than halfofall species we foutd (43119, 5404) occurred in less than l0 percent

ofthe quadrats. That is, more than halfwere locally infrequent. In the drier subset, species ircluding Scleria ciliata,
Ctenium aromaticum znd Dichanthelium acuminqtum were common; in the wetter subset comrnon species include
Scleria ciliata, Rhyncospora pusilla zrad. R. plumosa. When the data set is subdivided, this preponderance of
inftequent species is stiu evident, although it is greater in the wetter site (33/68, 48%) than in the driet sits (27/62,
43 %). Further, in the wetter site, the distribution appearc truncated on the dght, no species occurring in more than
70ol" of the quadrats.

These data show that a majority ofthe plant diversity in pine savannas consist ofspecies that are locally inftequent.
W€ hypothesize that these species are relatively weak competitors; they may be ruderal, fugitive, stress intolerant or
pedpheral species.
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TIIE FTASIBILITY OF USING WETLANDS FOR WATER QUALITY IMPRO!'EMENT AND
WETLAIID ENHANCEMENT IN TTIE LAI.E PONTCIL{RTRAIN BASIN.

Day, J.W. Dept. ofoceanography and Coastal Sciences, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA.

There are serious water quality problems in the Pontchartrain basin. These problerns r€sults from a variety ofcauses
including inadequately treated sewage, urban runoff, and agricultural runoff. Even when treated adequately at a
secondary level, there are still relatively high nutrient levels in municipal effluent. The irnplementation of total
maximum daily load (TMDL) standards and impending nutrient standards means that a much higher level of
heatrnent will be necessary. Plans are now being considered for large centralized treatment facilities to meet TMDL
and nutrient limits. Such centralized plants, howeveq are very expensive to construct and operat€. In much ofthe
Pontchartrain basi4 wetland assimilation offers an environmentally-friendly and cost-effective approach to
addressing water quality needs. Results from ongoing and sornpleted studies ofwetland treatment systems in
Louisiana carried out over the past 15 years indicat€ that they are achieving the ecological goals ofenhancing water
quality, stimulating vertical accretion,-increasing productivity. Nutrient assimilation in wetlands is related to
loading rates (in terms of g nutrienVm'/1t). At low loading rates, nutrient reductions are high, often greater than
80olo, due to plant uptake, denitrifrcation, and burial. At the Thibodaux treaftnent wetland, surface wat€r nutrient
reduction, ftom the effluent inflow to outflow (1600 meters), ranged ftom 100% for NO3-N to 66% for total P. At
Breaux Bridge, a forested wetland that has been receiving wastewater effluent for 50 years, N and P were both
reduced by more than 90%. Two sites have been shrdied in the Pontchartrain basin. In St. Bemard Parisll there
were significant reductions in nutrient concentrations as water from the Gore pumping station and the Riverbend
oxidation pond flowed tkough coastal marshes. The effluent also maintained fresh water conditions where oypress
still survive in an area where most cypress were killed due to salt water intrusion ftom the MRGO, At Mandef ille,
there are signiltcant nutrient reductions as water flowed from the featment facility down Bayou Chinchuba to Lake
Pontchartrain. At most sites studied, there was an increase in wetland productivity. At Breaux Bridge,
dendrochronological analysis revealed that stem growth increased significantly in the treatment site after wasrewarer
applications began, and was significantly greater than an adjacent contlol site. Similar increases in prqductivity
have been measured in a number of wetland heatment sites. At Thibodaux, where sedimentation accumulation was
measure4 rates ofaccretion increased signifrcantly after wastewater application b€gan in the treatment site (from
7.8 to l1.e mrn yr-l), and approached the estimated rate of regioml relative sea level rise (RSLR) ( 12.0 mm y.r- 1.1.
No conesponding increase was observed in an adjacent control sit€. This suggests that the application ofnutdent-
dch wastewater can help coastal wetlands survive sea level rise. Economic analyses comparing conventional and
wetland systems indicate substantial savings when wetald assimilation is used. For example, savings are $ 1.5
million at Thibodaur<, $2.6 million at Breaux Bridge, and $5 million at Mandeville. In addition ther€ are substantial
energy savings. The regulatory review and permit process ensures that projects comply with State and Federal clean
water laws. As water quality regulations become more stringent, and federal grants become less avaitable, it will
become increasingly diflicult for coastal comrnunities to meet water quality staudards using conventional tr€atment
m€thods. W€tland wast€water heatment can provide an economically viable, effective, and sustainable altematrve
to expcnsive conventional tertiary heatment for the Pontchartrain basin. Additionally, it serves as a means for
wetland restoration in the subsiding coastal zone, especially with accelerated sea level rise.
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LAND LOSS IN COASTAL LOUNIANA: 1932 TO 2OOI BLACK BAY, LOUISIANA.

Dunbarr, J.f}., and L.D. Britsch2. TERDIC-WES, vicksburg, MS; '?US Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans
District, LA.

Map Description

Land loss during five time intervals between the 1930's and 2001 is showa with each color representing a specific
time interval. Areas identified as loss were mapped by conparing a 1930's base map to aerial photography flown in
1956-58, 1974, 1983, 1990, and 2001. The origiuat mapping was done at a scale of 1:62,500 (15-min.) during a 3
year period and is described in more detail by Britsch and Kemp ( I 990) and Dunbar, Bdtsch, and Kemp (I992a ard
1992b)- This map represents a composite 1930's base map showing the land loss from individual l5-min. maps
reduced for printing purposes.

For purposes ofthis shrdy, once an area was designated as loss, it remained loss regardless ofany subsequ€nt
changes in later time intervals. Therefore, some areas that w€re lost in one time interval afld later became land by

accrction, filling, or drainage are still shown as loss for the period when the loss occwed. Land gain is not shown

on this 6ap. However, the amount of land gain widrin the coastal plain is negligible relative to the area of land loss

as determined from previous mapping by May and Bdtsch (1987). For these reasons, this map does not fully reflect

the actual land./water area in 200 1 . Map data were not field checked.

Map errors that may be present are a firnction of the quality ofthe 1930's base maps, photo quality, scale
modihcations, comput€r ellors, the pdnting process, and of course, human error. An extensive editing process was

undertaken prior to printing which eliminated most ofthese errors, but minor errors rnay still exist.

This map is intended to present a regional overview of the distribution and magnihrde of land loss and the general

time periods in which it occurred. The scale at which th€ data are presented precludes any detailed measurements

fromthese maps. For detailed information regarding land loss rates of individual 15-min. quadrangles as well as

regional fiends through 1990, see the report and rnaps by Dunbar, Bdtscb and Kemp (1992a and 1992b). Rates for

2001 for quadranglss shown are unpublished.

Results

For the 1932 to 2001 perio4 ftis area lost a total of approximately 137,337 acres (214.6 square miles), or an average
of1,990 acres/year (3.1 square miles/year). This represents a loss ofapproxirnately 2lo/" of frrc 1932 land area. Of
this total loss, approximately 12o/o (16,472 actes or 25.74 square miles) is attributed to dtect man-made loss (loss

mainly related to dredging of navigation, oil and gas, and drainage carnls). Shoreline erosion and alterations to the
natural hydrology account for a significatrt pofiion of the remaining loss. Rate curves showing total land loss m
square miles/year and percent ofloss relative to the amount of land presetrt at the beginning ofeach time interval is

presented on rate curves accompanying this map.
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ITHE LABRANCHE WETLANDS PAST, PRESENT, AND REVITALIZED FUTURE.

Gaqliano. S.M,r. A, B. Ensminger? and C.E. Fiket. rCoastal Environments,Inc., Baton Rouge, LA, 2Wetlands

Wildlife Management Cornpany, DeRidder, LA.

The LaBranche Wetlands, located on the east bank of the Mississrppi fuver in St. Charles Parish between the St
Charles and Jefferson Parish Levee, the Bonnet Carre Levee, and Airline Highway (US HWY 6l ). The wetlands
encompass 19,696 acres or 30.77 square miles. The LaBranche Wetlands are owned by hundreds of different
landowners with the St. Chades Land Syndicate being the targest with holdings of approximately 12,141 acres. The
St. Charles Land Syndicate, represented by the Monteleon€ family Iiom New Orleans, has owned the property stnce
1954.

The landscape consists of swanrps and rnarshes lying between the Mississippi fuver natural levees and Lake
Pontchartrain. Bayous LaBranche and Trepagnier are the principal natual shearns that historically accommodated
river overflow and backswamp drainage.

Plantations were developed along the Mississippi fuver natural levee ridges during the 186 and 19m centuries, and
small canals were dug ftom the agricultural irelds to Lake Pontchartrain. In 1841, a railroad was constructed on an

embankment by the New Orleans and Nashville Railroad Company from downtown New Orleans to Bayou
LaBranche, which passed through the wetlands. An uasuccessful attempt to levee and farm a wetland area near the
moutl ofBayou LaBranche was initiated in 1906. The farming attempt failed and the site subsequently became the
location of the fust Coastal Wetland Plaruring, Protection and Restoration Act proj ect, constructed in 1994. The
project consisted ofa 305-acre marsh created with dedicated dredge material.

The LaBranche Wetlands are comprised of ftesh, brackislrq and intemediate marsh and c)Fess-tupelo swarnp
habitats. Construction ofthe MRGO caused salinities in l-ake Pontchartrain to increase in the 1960s. Further,
access canals dug to facilitat€ construction ofI-10 and I-3 t0 provide routes ofsaltwater intrusion from the lake into

interior LaBmnche marsh and fteshwater swamp, This saltwater intrusion in hlrn has caused dieback offreshwater
plant corununities that build root mats. Daily tidal exchange has simultaneously exported the degraded root mats
and exposed organic marsh soil thus leaving large open water po[ds in former marshland,

With fed€ral Bovernment assistance, the St. Charles Land Syndicate implemented a wetlafld conservation plan in the
mid 1980s that was marginally successful because ofthe absence ofprovisions for maintenarce. With the exception
ofthe previously cited CWPPRA project and stabilization ofa podion of the shoreline, most other restoration and
w€tland mitigation projects have failed and erosion and deterioration has continued.

In 2001, the St. Charles International Airport, LLC filed a permit application to develop 7,943 acres ofwetlands into
an airport facility that would initially conrplement and ultimately extend the capabilities of Louis Armstrong New
Orleans International Airport. The project inaludes a comprehensive wetland consewation plan that would rsstore
and protoct approxirntely 11,503 acres of.currently deteriorating wetlands for the life ofthe project. A high

standard of water quality management is a key component of the project.

The proposed private sector initiative will not only provide funding for environmental restoration and conservation
component, but in effect by providing synergy with the existing LANOIA, would allow dre Greater New Orleans
area to have a world-class intemational airport with all attendant €conomic, recreational and social benefrts. The
proposed airporVconssrvation managernent project is consi.stent with stated multiple use policy of lhe l-ouisionc
State and Local Coastal Resources Management Act of 1928, as well as Louisiana's state and federal coastal
restoratron programs.
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WA\,'E CLIMATE STUDIES AND LONGSHOR.E SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN LAKE
PONTCHARTRAIN.

Galat, S.S.R., C. Chilmakruir, I. Georsiour'2 and J.A. McCorquodaler. IFMI Center for Environmental Modeling,
University ofNew Orleans, New Orlearx, LA. ?ontchartrain Institute for Environrnental Sciences, Uuiversity of
Ne w Orlearu. Ne w Orleans. LA.

Wave climate and associat€d longshore sediment fansport in Lake Pontchartrain was studied during 2002 and 2003.
The shallow nature and size of the lake are ofprimary interest in the development and hansforrnation of waves.
While waves (and surges) developed during storms are important for flood protection arrd c.oastal erosion during
storms, waves genented under fair or mild weather are also irnportant for coastal erosion, contaminant hansport,
and fine sediment reworking. During these weather conditiors, the primary concern is the re-suspension and
traruport offine cohesive particles in the system, which are mostly associated with contaminants such as Fecal
Coliform (McCorquodale et al., 2004; McCorquodale et al., 2003), from Stormwater mnoff.

A wave modeling framework was developed for the assessment ofthe wave climate in the lake. The framework
consists ofa modified one-dimensional wave model (COE) and a two dimensional wave model (Blumberg, 2001)
used in conjunction with a three dimensional hydrody'namic model. The combination oftlese processes will give an
understandilg into the wave generation, trunsformation aud associated longshore sediment transport processes in the
system.

The modihed one-dimensional wave model was developed using equations from the U.S. Corps ofEngineers
(USCOE, 1984). The basic wave generation formulae are based on linear wave theory. The model also incorporates
non-linear wave transfonnation equations to caphle processes such as reftaction, shoaling and diffraction. The
equations ar€ discretized on a domain along the pe phery of Lake Pontchartrain at approximately 400 m intervals.
Input into thc model is in the form of wind speed and wind directiorl or in the form ofprobability of occurrence of
wind. The wind input information is prepared in directional bins of L0 degrees. The input database was prepared
using l0 years ofhourly data from 4 rveather stations in the Lake located at Midlake, Westlake, Mandeville and
Eastlake. The Inverse Distance Method is used to interpolate the input pamneters from the 4 stations locally- At
each Lake point, the model uses additional input describing the physical parameters in the area such as directional
fetc[ local depth, coastline locatioll and shore angle with respect to the north azimuth. Typical output from the
model include: wave heights, wave periods, and longshore sediment transport for each location given in
volume/year.

A two-dirnensional wave model compliments the 3-D finite volume hydrodynamics and sediment transport model
(Estuarine, Coastal and Ocean Modeling System with Sediments - ECOMSED), developed and calibrated for the
Lake Pontchartrai& This model is used to drive local sub-models in areas of interests to predict the behavior of
contaminant plumes, sediment hansporl nutrients and pathogens entering the Lake liom tributaries. It was designed
10 address local near-field problems, as well as their impact in the far-field. Contaminants are mostly found in
sediments. To conectly account for sediment bound pollutants in coastal ocean systems, resuspension ofsediments
due to wind-generated waves is an important sourc€ of sediment to thc water column. The effect of wind waves on
bottom shear stress, which controls sediment resuspensioq is accounted by the model. Temporally and spatially
variable wifld wave parameters, i.e., mean period, significant wave height and direction, can be calculated usrng an
intemal wave sub-model, which is based upon shallow water SMB theory (USCOE, 1984), can be used to calculate
wave parameters. The intemal wave sub-model utilizes empirical formulations which provide approximate estimates
of significant wave height and period.
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HIGH RESOLUTION MAPPING OF MARSH DIE-BACK SIT.{DROME.

Handleyr, L., C. Wellsr, D. Lichtenberg2, K. Moutof, W. Jonesr, and S. Hartleyl. National Wetlands Research
Center 'Udted States Geological Survey; 'Johnson Controls World Services, Inc., Lafayette, La.

Louisiana has experienced crifical coastal wedand erosion and land loss accounting for nearly 80Yo of tlle coastal
marsh loss in the United States in the past few decades. Continually impacted by rntural forces and hunan activiry,
especially in the preceding half-cenhry, Louisiana coastal marsh loss averages 30 mi"2/yr.

Oystergrass (,tpaltina alternifora), the dominant Louisiana salftnarsh plant species, experienced a die-back reported
by LADWF biologist Greg Linscomb, in May, 2000. Follow-up aerial and ground suveys confirmed the event and
provided au estimate of its extent. The magnitude ofthe event was unprecedented indicating need for
documentation of the extent and degree of impact. Initial surveys suggested that the severity progressed extensively
through the following year. Many areas were left with newly exposed mudflats and little vegetation to hold
sediment. With this syndrome and additional environmental effects of wind, heavy rain, tide fluctuations and severe
storms accelerated erosion alld wetland loss.

A photointerpretation committee established mapping priorities and developed a classification system. Color
infiared aerial photography was collected in Fall of 2000 and Fall of 2001 1:24000 scale. Photointerpreters us€d
1998 color inftared a€rial photogaphy as the die-back baseline to confirm that mudflats were uewly created.

The priority area for mapping was comprised oftwelve quadrangles (Bay Courant, Central Isle Demieres, Cocodrie,
Dog Lake, East Bay Junop, Grand Bayou Dularge, Lake Felicity, Lake Quitu1aq Lake Tambour, Leeyille, Oyst€r
Bayou, and Pelican Pass) that border Timbalier and Terrebonne Bays and westward along the coastline to Point Au
Fer IsLand.

The resulting l:24,000 scale maps provided spatial data for assessing and planning restoration and remediation and
for change analysis. Interpretation ofthe 2000 and 2001 photography clearly revealed the extent, intensity, and
progress ofthe disease in the study area.

In the late Fall of2000 approximately 66,000 acres of marsh were affected by the disease. Of that area ove! 16,000
acres were severely impacted and 13,000 acres were completely denuded.

By 2001, the marsh had undergone considerable improvement. A total of over 42,000 acres widrin those twelve
quadrangles exhibited discernible effects ofthe die-back. Of that 42,000 acres, about 8,000 acres were severely
impacted and about 3,000 acres were completely denuded.

The gross changes between the two years indicate considerable recovery. However, the recovery is uneven across
the region as indicated by the various quadrangles mapped. The greatest improvements (in proportion to total rnarsh
area) occurred in the westem-most quadrangles of Oyster Bayou and Bay Junop with both having over 200 acres of
marked improvement. Even with that improvement some areas of these quadrangles failed to irnprov€ or even .
deteriorated (about 40 acres in both quadrangles). In contrast, Bay Courant, Dog Lake, and Cocodrie all had about as
much continued deterioration as improvement, with Bay Courant actually declining in over-all marsh vitality.

The worst-case measurement of marsh degradation as a result of mapping the 200 I indicated that about 1 00 acres of
marsh converted to open water. Most of this area had previously (that is, in 2000) had been denuded marsh. An
additional 2,700 acres failed to revegetate or devegetated (without vegetation cover) aud thus, completely exposed to
erosion. Finally, 7,500 acres had vegetation covemge but the vegetation appears to be dead or in a very unhealthy
condition.

Anecdotal evidence ftom ground and aerial observatioru indicate that signifrcant improvements continued beyond
2001 and continue to the present. The degree to which this improvement has occurred, in terms ofactual acreagc, is
unknown.
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VALUE OF NORTH SHORE MARSHES IN IMPROVING LAKE WATER QUALITY; ASSESSMENT OF
SUSTAINABILITY IJNDER INCREASED NUTRIENT LOADING AND RISING SEA LEVELS.

H€ster. M.W.r, I.A. Mendelssoirnz, D.J. Reedr and M.A. Fordr. rPontchartrain Institute for Environmental Sciences
Coastal Plant Sciences Laboratory & Department ofBiological Sciences, University ofNew Orleans, Nerv Orleans,
LA; 2Wetland Biogeochemisfy Institute & Department ofOceanography and Coastal Sciences, Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, LA: 'Pontcharftain Institute for Environmental Sciences Laboratory for Coastal
Restoration Science & Department of Geology ald Geophysics, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA.

Scientific understanding ofemergent wedands (marshes) along the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain is limited in
terms ofthe processes required to sustain therq as well as how to best rnanage them in tlte face ofpredicted rising
sea levels and increased nutrient loading, such as may occur with a proposed river diversion or continued
urbanization and development. This represents a critical data gap in our ability to successfully manage the
remaining north shore rnarshes in a sustairable nanner for the valuable functions that they provide, including water
quality improvement, storm protection, and wildlife and fisheries habitat. Specificatly, we are interested in how
increased nutrient loading rates may affect abov€ground and belowgtound marsh processes that arc crucial for marsh
sustainabilify.

The ability ofthe marsh surface to increase elevation as sea-level rises is dependent on a combination of
belowground organic matter accumulation (the difference between belowground production and decomposition),
sedimentation (mineral and organic), belowground hydrology and localized tectonic subsidence (or uplift). An
irnportant component ofthis research is to investigate the belowground organic matter accumulation segment of the
equation. Nutrient euichment can either increase belowground organic matter accumulation by stimulating
belowgtound production more than belowground decomposition, decrease belowground organic matter
accumulation by increasing belowground decornposition more than production, or have no eIlect, i.e., the individual
processes are balanced. This research component is integrated with the abovegror.urd plant community conponent
and the marsh elevation/sedimentation component to elucidate how, and by what mechanisms, nutient enrichment
may affect marsh elevation change and, hence, marsh sustainability as sealevel rise accelerates.

Our experimental approach consists oftwo simultaneous €xperiments. Our study site is located in the Big Branch
National Wildlife Refuge/Bayou Lacombe area in a brackish marsh community dornrrated,by Spdrtind patens
(marshhay cordgrass). A total of 50 expedmental, permanent plots haye been established. The experimental design
to assess tle effect of increased nutrient loading is a 3 x 3 randomized block factorial treatnent consisting of3
levels ofnitrogen loading (ambient, mediurL and high) and 3 levels ofphosphorous loading (anrbient, medium, and
high) in a completely cross-classihed manner (9 treatment combinations). Our control (reference) plots ar€ kept at
the anbient nutrient loading rates. The expedments are replicated in 5 complete blocks. Medium and high loading
rates are based on reported mtes ftom the Caenarvon river diversion project. We bracketed a range ofpossible
medium and high loading rates as follows: nihogen loading rates of 20 and 40 g N rn' yr' and phosphorous loading
rates of 15 and 30 g P m-'y-', respectively. Increased loading rates were applied with broadcast, slow-release
fertilizer pellets applied twice during the growing season.

A second experimental design to assess the ability ofthe ma$h to recover from disturbance is a l-way randomized
block ANOVA with two distuftance teatment levels: no disturbalce (control) and lethal disturbance (Rodeo
herbicide). The control plots for tiis experiment utilize the same reference plots ofthe fust experiment. The 5
additional disturbed plots hav€ been established within the same 5 blocks utilized in the first experimental design.

Most sanpling activity is geared toward two intensive measurement periods each year: 1) early to mid growing
season and, 2) late growing season (peak standing crop). Belowground decomposition, measured with the cotton
strip technique was taken during the baseline sampling and continued t[,o to four weeks after each of the nutrient
additions. Decornposition will also be estimated with litter bags that were installed after the baseJine sampling, and
will be collected periodically during the year. Botl aboveground and belqwground nitrogen and phosphorus in the
plant tissue will be determined from biomass collected once during the year.

During each sanpling period aboveground plant community species conposition and percent cover is determined in
each permanent plot. Both live and dead cover estinxrtes by species are recorded- Non-destructive estimates of
Spartina patens prcductivity are conducted in a subset ofthe original plot area. Because the production of
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belowgrouad organic matter is an important process contributing to the vertical accretion of marshes and thus the
ability of marshes to maintain their intertidal position in a subsiding environrnent, it is important to identiS how
nutrient loading will affect belowground organic matter production- Root and rhizome free marsh sediments, taken
ftom adjacent unvegetated mudflats, are introduced into cylindrical holes ( I 6 cm diameter x 40 cm deep) in which
new root and rhizome production can occur. For each replicate plot, 6 root in-groMh holes are made and sampled
every four montbs during the 2-year period. At the time of sampling, the core tube is reinserted into the hole and the
soil collected.

Soil organic matter decomposition rates are determined in each ofthe nitrogen x phosphorus plots by using the
cotton strip technique, based on the decay ofa standardized cottou fabric composed primarily ofcellulose. The
cotion strip technique evaluates soil organic matter decorposition by measuring loss oftensile strength ofthe cotton
fibers making up the strips. Abovegrormd tissue collected ftom the treatment plots and belowground plant rEterial
collected ftom the in-groxth cores are anallzed for N, C, and ?. At each sampling period: soil redox potential,
soil moisture, soil bulk density, soil orgarlic matter contenl, and interstitial water pH, salinity, nuhients, and sulfides
are measured.

Sediment Elevation Tables (SETs) and feldspar marker horizons within the study areas are used to document the
relative roles of organic and inorganic cont butions to rnarsh accumulation and vertical elevation change. Feldspar
marker horizons (3 at each SET locations) have been established lo provide an indication ofsurface contributiorx
(organic and inorganic) to net nlarsh elevation change. For this study a total of 15 SETi feldspar stations have been
established in conc€rt with the experimental design as discussed above- Sites were established in the fall of2003,
and the first measurement over baseline taken in Spdng 2004 to coincide with other plant-related measurements at
the Iield site.
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RESTORING THE LAKE PONTCIIARTRAIN WATERSIIED: SEVEN TOUGH QUESTIONS.

Keddy, P.A. Schlieder Endowed Chair for Environmental Studies, Southeastem Louisiana University, Hammond,
LA,

There is an emerging consensus that we need to restore th€ Lake Pontchartain Basin. While this goal is laudable, it
does require asking some tough questiors. We will need a map and an instrument panel to guide the process. We
can also leam ftorn other regions of tlre world, such as the Great Lakes or the Thames river basin, that have led the
way in restoration. My objective here is to list some ofth€ questions we will have address in order to draft our map
and design our instrument panel for restoration. If we do not know where we want to go, or how to judge when we
are going in the right direction, it seerns unlikely that we will ever reach our goal (or know ifand when we have
done so).

1. What is our target/destination and how do we select it? (It seems unreasonable, for example, to use the maxrmum
landareaof the las t iceageasatarge t ' )2 '@(Funct ionsareof tenhard
to measure. Some indicators are rnisleading. Too many gauges can become confusing.) 3. What are the desirable
ranqes for the gauses and what are the red zones? (It is easy to talk about "healthy ecosystems", much harder to
provide a scientific justifrcation for measurable criteria.) 4. How do we scale the sauses for the drivers? (The
enorrnous floods tlnt occurred in the Mississippi River at the end ofthe last ice age probably exceed anything we
will experience in the coming centuri€s. Vast fles once spread across the uplands. Can small fresh-wat€r diversions
and prescribed bums replace them?) 5. What about missins pieces? (We cannot restore passenger pigeons or
Carolina parakeets to our forests. Nor can we restore the Pleistoc€n€ megafauna. Are essential components and
firnctions (e.g. seed dispersal, trophic relationships) now missing from the basin? Should we, and can v'e,
compensate?) 6. Wtat about unexpected interactions such as trophic cascades? (The increase in mesopredators (e.g.
raccoons, cats) nay be harming native birds, reptiles and amphibians. The decrease in alligator populations may be
increasing nutria populations.) 7. What about lost area? (Can we compensate for land paved under parking lots, or
forests perrnanently converted to subdivisions?) 7- Should we create n€w Wpes ofecosvstems? (We can build reefs
in Inke Pontcharaain, put hard shorelines on the lake, dredge and build new wetlands, even import exotic species or
create genetically engineer€d species to enhance certain functions. But when does restoration hlrn into ecological
engineering, or into just another kind ofagriculture?)

My objective will not be to answer these questions, but rather to mise them so our newly emerging generation of
scientists call consider sorne ofthe problems they will have to solve.
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TIIE EFFECT OF THE CAERNARVON F'RESTIWATER DIVERSION ON TEMPERATURE, SALINITY,
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT AND CIILOROPHYLL a IN THE BRETON SOUND ESTUARY.

Lane. R.R.r, J.W. DayL2, D. Justicr, J.N. Day', and E- Hyfieldr. rCoastal Ecology Institute, 2Deparhnent of
Oceanography and Coastal Science, rSpecial Programs, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA.

This shrdy focuses on the effect ofpulsed discharge of Mississippi River water on several key water quality
parameters in the Breton Sound €stuary, a 1 I 00 kn' region of coastal wetlands and water bodies located between the
Caemarvon freshwater diveGion structure and the Gulf of Mexico. This region is greatly affected by the Caemarvon
dive$ion stmcture that allows up to 226 mr sec-r ofMississippi River water to enter the estuary. Twenty-seven
transects were carried out in the estuary ftom Septeflfier 2000 through August 2002. Four water quality parameters
(tubidity, fluorescence, conductivity, and temperatu.re) were measued continuously with a flow-tfuough systern,
while TSS, chlorophyll a, and salinity were measur€d discretely at 18 locations. The use of the flow-through system
revealed detailed d''namics that were not captued by the discrete sampling. Temperature of incoming Mississippi
River water ranged from 6-32"C and generally equilibrated to the rest ofthe eshrary within 10 krn, but there were
several times when cooler water ftom the diversion propagated through the entire estuary. There was a large
tenporal and spatial variation in water temperature, which likely affected a broad array ofphlsiological and
geochemical estuarine processes, such as denitrification, benthic decomposition oforganic matier and regeneration
ofnutrients. The diversion affected salinity thoughout the estuary, with the scale ofthe effect dependent on
discharge volume. There also appeared to be a temporal lag between discharge and sffect on salinity in the lower
estuary. For example, there was a two-week lag from the onset high discharge (211 m'sec-') on March 9, 2001, and
the apparcnt effect on salinity at the eud member stations on March22. Total suspended sediment generally
decreased with distance ftom the Caemarvon structure, reaching 10-15 lan into the estuary drdng spring pulses, but
often displayed a turbidity maximum in the upper estuary near the diversion during Winter, and there were widely
fluctuating TSS levels at the outer reaches ofthe eshrary associated with storm events. Chlorophyll concentrations
increased with distance from tlte diversion struchre and were negatively correlated to TSS, with chlorophyll levels
increasing after TSS levels dropped below 80 mg Lr. Peak concentrations generally occurred at mid-estuary and
decreased Gulfuard, with consistently high levels in River aux Chene and Grand Lake. Chlorophyll a levels were
generally higher during summer and fall, especially during low flow, though discharge through the Caemaryon
structure was highest during winter and spring, and was the principle sowce of 'rew' nufiients to the systen The
highest concentrations occurred during the summer, peaking at 38 ppb in 2001 and >60 ppb in 2002. There were
also high clilorophyll concentrations during the fall of 2000 and early winter of 200 1 , with peak concentrations
ranging ftom 40-56 ppb. This study revealed a very d)ryBmic behavior of suspended sediments and chlorophyll a,
and their interactions. As documented in other shrdies, cblorophyll a was greatly limit€d by suspended sediment
during high discharge due to light attenuation, and was most likely supported during periods oflow discharge by
benth.ically regenerated uuhients. Salinity thoughout the Breton Sound estuary was greatly influenced by the
diversion structure, suggesting that saltwater intrusion events may be controlled with proper management of
structure discharge, This study demonstrated that the use of a flow-though system greatly enhanced the resolution
of data coupared to discrete sanpling, allowing scientist and managers alike to better understand and visualize
critical processes in the estuarine system.
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WETLAND LOSS IN THE PONTCHARTRAIN BASIN (PB) ATTRIBUTED TO CONSTRUCTION OF
ARTIFICIAL LEVEES ALONG TIIE MISSISSIPPI RIVER IN SOIITHEAST LOUISIANA.

I-opez, J.A. University ofNew Orleans, New Orleans, LA.

Introduction
The Pontchartrain Basin (PB) in Louisiana is a 9,700 sq. mile are4 which in 2000, contained approdmately 40%
estuarine lakes, bays and sounds and 22% wetlands. Frorn 1932 to 1990,188,356 acres (12%) ofwetland habitats
were converted to open water (Pesland and others, 2001). Wetland loss in coastal Louisiana during similar tirne
periods have been attributed to multiple non-anthropogenic and anthrcpogenic factors such as dredging ofcanals,
agricultural impoundments, relative sea-level dse, construction ofartificial levees, subsidence shoreline erosion,
herbivory, etc. (Boesch and other, 1994)

The constuction ofartificial levees along the Mississrppi River did alter the defining relation of the river to its
active flood plain by sevedng the natural hydrologic connection and thereby altering the geologic processes, which
generally support or build wetlands. The Balize,/Plaquemines delta east of the Mississippi River is the portion of the
PB which was part of the active deltaic wetlands, and whic[ prior to constuction of levees, benehted fiom
overbank flooding. The irnpact ofcorutruction ofartiflcial levees along the Mississippi River to this portion ofthe
PB was estimated by cornparing two models; one "with levees" and one "without levees" (Figure 1).

Wetland Loss Rates Utalized to Estimate lmpi
Levees in the Pontchartrain Basin
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Figure I Graph of wetland growth or loss illustrating models "with levees" and "without levees". Hachured area is
the irnplied net inrpact of artifrcial levee constructioL

Methods
Mississippi River discharges into the PB fall into three general periods, which were used to define the models. Prior
to 1812, broad overbank flooding occurred during flood stage across the natural levees ofthe Mississrppi River with
little restriction. After l812 continuous artificial levees were consaucted. These levees became progressively more
effective so that by 1895 all but extreme dver flood stag€s could be contained. Since 1895 the Mississippi River in
the PB has been effeatively nanaged for flooding by levees and deliberate discharges. Figure I illushates the two
models using this histodcal framework. The vertical axis is the rate of wedand loss or growth under the two
modeled scenarios over the time period ftom 1700 to 2002.
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Estimates of average w€tland change were derived ftom appar€nt gror,lth or loss of historical deltas of south
Louisiana- Maps depicting the ext€nt oflafourch€ and St. Bemard delta from both Coleman and others (1998) and
Saucier ( 1994) were used to estimate tle aerial extent of loss of their original deltaic areas. Because the ages of
delta initiation and abandonment are known, rates of deltaic gro q4h and loss could be generated. A signihcant
unexpected result was tllat the average rate ofgro{th (2.8 sq. miles/ year) ofthese deltas was more dran three fold
the rate ofloss (0-81 sq. Miles / year) after abandonment. This requires an asymmetrical growth abandonment
curve, which departs from the traditional model of a symmetrical growth-abandonment cuNe t)?ically described for
south Louisiana deltas (Coleman and others, 1998).

The derive.d rates of historical delta growth and loss were correct€d to wetland gro*'th and loss rates for the portion
ofthe active delta within the PB. The resulting wetland growth rate (0.81 square mile /year) and wetland loss mte
(0.23 Sq. mile/year) were then used to complete the model "with levees" and "without levees". The model "without
levees" assumes growth of the active delta at the historical derived rate until 1927 . Post-1927 , it is assumed that the
delta switching process began and grow4h in the PB was diminished. For the model "with levees" it is assumed that
construction of levees had the identical impact on wetland extent as natural delta abaudonment as seen in two
historical deltas of south Louisiana. The hachued axea on Figure I depicts the net difference in the two models,
which was calculated for the different time Deriods and is summarized ir Table 1.

Table 1, Results of a comparison of^the models "with levees" and "without
levees" in square miles (kilometers').

Wetland Extent Wetland Extent Cummulative Net Loss Rate
Year Without levees With Levees Difference Sq. mile (km2)/year

1812 s43 (1,406) 543 (1,406) o o

1895 611(1,582) 570 (1,476\ 41 (106) 0.5 (1.3)/year

1932 641 (1,660) 563 (1,4s8) 78 (202) 1.0(2.59)/year

Results
The cumulative difference (141 sq. miles) between the two models is the net impact ftom 1812 to 2002 resulting
from levees along the Mississippi River in the PB (Table l). 120 square miles of wetlands (85% of the total impact)
is due to wetlands that were prevented fiom developing because active delta growth was reduced in the impacted
area ftom l8l2 ta 2002. Twenty-one square miles (15% ofthe total impact) of wetland loss is due to actual loss of
existing wetlands ftom 1812 to 2002.

Discussion
From 1932 to 1990, the gross wetland loss (land conveded to water) in the PB is estimated to be 188,356 acres
(Penland and others, 2001). The modeled rate of wetland loss (0.23 sq. mile / year) suggests 8,500 acres
(representing 4olo of 188,356 acres) might be athibutable to levees for this 58 year period. Since there is little
qualitative evidence of growth of wetlands during this period, it could be assumed that the 188,356 acres is an
approximation ofnet loss ofwetlands. Using the conrbined modeled rate ofloss of growth and loss (1.0 sq. mile /
year) sugg€sts the net impact of Mississippi River levee coostruction from 1932 to 1990 is 38,600 acres. Thrs
implies levee construction nlay represent roughly 20% ofthe total wetland loss during this pedod in the PB.
However it is irnportant to recognize that the model assumes that dre record ofgeologic processes is accurate and is
representative ofa nrore modem period in which many other factors may hayo actually interacted and contdbuted to
wetland loss or gain under the two models considered. This analysis only considers the geologic processes of
growth and abandonment in isolation ftom olhers.
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EFFECTS OF'DISTI'RBANCE AND FERTILITY UPON THE VEGETATION OF A LOUISIANA
COASTAL MARSH: AN EVALUATION OF HUSTON'S GENERAL MODEL OF DIVERSITY.

McFalls- T.B., P-A. Keddy, G.P. Shaffer, and D,R. Canpbell. Deparhnent ofBiological Sciences, Southeastem
Louisiana University, Hammond, LA.

Fire, herbivory, nutrients, general disturbances, and sedimentation are some ofthe major factors conftolling marsh
strucfue and composition. These factoG are not routinely manipulated in robust replicated factorial design
experiments. In order to perform this type of experirnen! a large research facility, Turtte Cove Experimental Marsh
(TCEM), was constructed in the wedands behind Turtle Cove Euvironmental Research Station. This is long-term
experiment, the first two years of which are presented here.

There are two main objectives for the proje€t:

1. to explore the effects of multiple disturbance and fertility regimes upon plant cornmunity shucture

2. to set targets and provide guidelines for wetland restoration.

The main theoretical ftamework for this erperiment is provided by Huston's general model ofdiversity (Huston
1979). AU ofthe treatments can be ananged along Huston's two orthogonal axes, the rate ofdisnubance and the
rate ofrecovery ftom distubance (i.e. fertility).

Fertility treatments, in hypothesized rank, are: control, fertilizer addition, sediment addition, and sediment +
fertilizer addition A freshu/ater diversion into the general area has been proposed to help slow land loss rates in this
rapidly submerging coastal area. The nutdents and sediment deposition that would accompany the rivedne inputs
provided ideal fertility treatments for the experiment. The fertilizsr addition acts as the nutrients that a marsh would
receive fiom overland sheet flow ftom a dive$ion project. We use sediment addition (1 cm) to mimic soil
deposition that would occur ifa diversion were in place. Th€ sediment + fertilizer addition most accuately emulates
the proposed fieshwater diversion since it combines the increased nufiient levels with increased elevation (decreased
inundation time).

The dishubance treatments, in hlpothesized rank, are: control, herbivory, prescribed hre, single herbicide, and
double herbicide. Prescribed burning and its interactions with other factors have not been rigorously studied in these
marshes so fre was selected as a research treatment. The single herbicide treatment acts as a generic disturbance,
and allows us to examine the role ofthe propagule bank in vegetation recovery following a disturbance. The double
herbicide treatment allorvs us to detect the role ofdispersed propagules in recovery.

The exp€riment design is a 2 x 4 x 4 split-block ANCOVA with repeated measures and tkee replicates. Mammalian
herbivores such as nutria are excluded or allowed in 40 x 60m rnain plots. Within main plots, 3 x 3m plots receive
factorial combinations ofthe fenility and disturbance heatments in a press t ?e experiment. The factorial nature of
the experiment allows the research team to examine the interactions between herbivory, disturbance, and fertility
tleatments.

Results show that nuhia, the principal vertebrate herbivore of the marslq limited biomass production. Herbivory
levels did not bave a signifrcant eff€ct on species richness. Fire does not appear to have a place in management of
the area - when cornbined with fertility enharcements it promoted heavy, localized herbivory in bumed areas
thereby, reducing the amount of organic matter incorporated in the soil. The sediment + fertilizer treatment, which
simulated a proposed lleshwater diversioq signifrcantly increased biormss production with no reducfion in species
diversity. Huston's general model ofdiversity appeared to be applicable to the Manchac marsh.
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CONSERVATION AREA PLAN FOR TIIE LAKE PONTCIIARTRAIN ESTUARY.

Mclrurist, N., L. Burcht, and D. Maygardenz. rThe Nature Conservancy, Covington, LA; 'zPontchartrain Institute
for Enyironrnental Sciences, University of New Orleans, LA.

The Lake Pontchartrain Estuary is iElportant ecologically and economically, is widely recognized as critical to the
health ofthe northern Gulf of Mexico, and is a coruervation priority ofThe Nature Conservancy and other groups
and agencies. The Nature Conservancy utilizes a process called C.onservation Area Planning for developing
conservation strategics and measuring the effects ofthose shategies. The results are a plan with some ofthe most
important cons€rvation needs and actions at a site that can be utitized by all participants and stakeholders to guide
future work.

The Corservation Area Plan for ttte Lake Pontcharhain Estuary was developed during a lz-month period via a
cooperative endeavor that included over 60 participants ofscientific experts from the academic community;
conservation groups; local, state aud federal resource agencies; and other stakeholders. A series of five science
expert workshops was held to expediently l) identify conservation targets (e.g., species, guilds, plant communities);
2) identify and prioritize theats to those targets; 3) identifu possible strategies to abate those threats; and 4) develop
measures of success. Plaming was facilitated by use ofcomputer software sp€cially designed by The Conservancy
that measures and ranks each component of the plan. The primary boundary for the planning ar€a was chosen to
provide sufficient focus on the immediate estuarine, palustrine and aquatic habitats and is predominantly ticlally
influenced wetlands.

The conservation planning team chose eleven focal conservation targets, which were grouped into Palustrine
(including wetland forest and ma$h) and Aquatic (lower river and lake systems and species) groups for assessment
purposes. The focal targets are listed as follows:

Conservation Focal Targets

Palustrine Target Group
Fresh,{ntermediate Marsh
Brackisb,/Salt Marsh
Cypress Swamp
Botton and Hardwood Forest
Relict Ridge Woodlands
Alligator Snapping Turtle

Aquatic Target Group

Gulf Sturgeon
Paddlefish
Lake Open Water System
Littoral Submersed Aquatic Vegetation
Rangia Clam

I
I

After identifying the conservation focal targets, the plaruring team then identified stresses to those targets.
following are the top skasses noted.

Primary Stresses to the Lake Pontchartrain Estuary:

I
T
I

. Sediment Accretion Defrcit . Alter€d CornDosition aud Structwe
o Altered Hydrology o Modification of Water Levels and Flow
. Salinity Alteration . Extraordinary ComDelition for Resourc€s
. Habitat Destruction or C,onversion r Excessive Herbivory
. Habitat Distubance . HabitatFrasmentation
e Resource Depletion . Sedimentation
. Nutrient Loadins . Toxins and Cotrtaminants
. Incroased Turbiditv . Altered Water Quality
o Erosion e Nutrient Limitation
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After subjecting the Lake Pontchartrain Eshrary planaing area to the rigorous examination ofthe Conservation
Plarning Process, the following Critical Threats emerged. These are dueats that rank high enough across all the
target systems and species to warrant special attention. Other threats ranked below the top nine Critical Tbreats and
are also of concem. Sorne strategies addressing the Cdtical Threats may also help to amelionte lower ranking
threats.

Cdtical Thr€ats to the long-term viability of the Lake Pontchartrain Estuary:
r Mississippi River Levees and Flood Control
r Incompatible Urban Development (indirect effects - non point pollution)
r Channelization of Rivers and Streams
o Invasive/ Alien Species
. Construction ofDitches, Dikes, Drainage and Divenion Systems
. IncornpatibleForestryPractices
r Incompatible Agdculture and Forestly (non-point source pollution)
o Mississippi River Gulf Outlet (rnarginal rarking, but widespread impacts)

Sftategies and actions to abate ttese thjeats were then developed and ranked according to their potential
effectiveness in solving the problems in the next ten years. As a result, the following sfategies made it onto a high-
ranking "short list";

Very High-Rank Strategies for Thr€at Abatement in the Lake Pontcharftain Estuary:

Inrnlement fieshwater diversions ftom the Mississiooi River and other sources to enhance viabilitv of
swamo and marsh svstems.
Land use Dlannine and sroMh manasement. Support land use planning and gro*th management to ensure
tiat issues and areas ofhigh biological significance are incorporated into land use plans. Provide technical
information, professional contacts and advice to local citizen groups, NGO's and public agencies.
Conservation land acouisition and protective servihrdes. Develop a syst€m to identify priority tacts for
protection via fee title acquisition or conservation servitudes, and to secure public and private dollars to
enable long-term protection of selected hacts.
Wetland permitting process. Improve the wetland permiffing process by compiling and providing technical
information to regulatory agencies regarding cumulative impacts. Ensue that all stakeholders adequately
review all wetland permits within the LP basin to verify that proposed activities do not further stress
consewatron taruets .

High-Rank Strategies for Threat Abatement in the Lake Pontcharhain Estuary:

r Invasive species action plan, Develop and implement an action plan to reduce the threats posed by rnvasrve
species in order to enhance viability ofconservation targets.

. Cl.press forest sustainable dev€lopment. Facilitate the creation oftechnical and advisory committees to
reyiew data and develop Best Management Practices (BMPs) to ensure ecologically sustainable
management ofcypress used for timber and mulch. Provide information to consumers ofnon-sustainable
wood products.

. Promote watershed Dlanning. Promote stakeholder inclusive watenhed planning to irprove th€ water
quality of Lake Pontchartrain estuary streams and rivers.

. Work with farmets and foresters to €ncourase the use ofBMPs to reduce Non Point Source (NPS)
pollution.

. Gulfsturseon critical habitat rules supDort. Provide information to landowners, agencies and other
stakeholders regarding activities that impact critical habitat of Gulf Sturgeon.

. Hunter and fisher education for taruet species. Develop and implement hunter and angler environfiental
education prograrns to ensure mininal incidental take a:rd other loss of target species.
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I
I Medium-Rank strategies for Threat Abatement

. Modifv Mississiopi River Gulf Outlet (MRGO) to reduce saltwater intrusion in the Lake Pontchartrain
Estuary and rgduce stress on cons€rvation targets.

I . DeuJi-p hvdrolosic ,estoratioo plans with aoDroo.rate aeencres to promote r.storation ofoverlarrd flow and
r natural hvdrolosic nrnctions ofestuarv svsterns

o Follow Environmental Irnpact Statement (EIS) orocess when new rights-olwav are pronosed for roads and

t f f i .P rov ide inpu t t oapp rop r i a teagenc ies top romo tem in i r na l impac to f
r Work with USACE and state eovernment to develon policv regardins incompatible forestv.
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IPONTCHARTRAIN BASIN COASTAL LAND AND MARSH VEGETATT!'E TYPE TRENDS.

Padgett, C.t, J. Johnston2, S.. Hartlef, J. Barrast, G. Steyer3 and G. Linscomba. U. S. Geological Survey, National
Wetlands Research Center, 'New Orleans, 'Lafayette, and 'Baton Rouge, LA; olouisiana Department of Wildlife
and Fisheries, Baton Rouge, LA.

The U.S. Geological Survey's National Wetlands Research Center (NWRC) and its partrrers have been researching
land loss in coastal Louisiana since the late 1970's. The Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation is in the process of
updating their conrprehensive management plan for the Pontchartrain basin and has asked USGS to provide updated
land loss/gain trends for the individual management units widrin the basin for the time period of 1990 to present-
The basin management units, which also correspond to the Coast2050 units, have not been updated with land
losVgain trends since the first management plan was completed. As a result ofanother study funded by the Coastal
Wedands Plarming, Protection, and Restoration Act it is now possible to extract the current land trends for the
individual rnanagement units in Pontchartrain basin. This study combined with previous land loss shrdies showed
that the coastal Pontcharkain basin net land loss rate was 220 mi' (140,799 acres) for the 1956-2000 time period.
NWRC also conducted a study to support the Louisiana Coastal Area C,ompreherxive Coastwide Ecosystem
Restoration Study which indicates that an additional 6l mi'(39,040 acres) may be lost from 2000 lo 2050.

In addition, U. S. Geological Survey and the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries are also documenting
the salinity changes in the basin by observing the tends in coastal marsh vegetation t)?es for the years 1949 through
2001. This data set contains vector information of the original data set that was collected through visual field
obsewations using a helicopter. Flights were along north/south transects spaced L87 miles apart and yegetative data
was obtained at pre-determined stations spaced at 0.5 miles along each transect. This information was recorded
manually into field tally sheets and later entered into a database. At this point, this information was brought into a
GIS application and marsh t ?e delineation lines were produced by fieehanding contou.rs through on-screen
interpretation. The results will show how the lBbitat has changed over the years and provide incite for the various
trends.

Percentage Marsh
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SOIL ELEVATION CIIANGES IN BILOXI MARSH OF ST. BERNARD PARISH.

Reed, D.J., M.A. Ford. L.E. Dancer and R.H. Graves- Deparhnent ofGeology and Geophysics, Laboratory for
Coastal Restoration Science, University ofNew Orleans, LA.

The Biloxi Marsh ofthe St. Bernard delta complex is believed to be relatively stable with low shallow subsidence
rates. Our main objective for this study is to determine processes affecting marsh soil surface elevation changes,
such as vertical soil accretion, below-ground plant bionrass production and composition of shallow (>10 meters)
deltaic soils. Using feldspar marker horizors and Surface Elevation Tables (SET's), we measwed vertical soil
accretion, soil surface elevation changes and calculated shallow subsidence values for the Biloxi Marsh in tne area
ofBlind Lagoon. These data will be compared to geologic cores obtained ftom the same sampling areas. Fifteen
sampling stations were set up by establishing three transects from the Bayou la Loute ridge (levee) towards the
interior ofthe marsh. Five statiors were €stablished at roughly ll<rn intervals along each transect. One sampling
station from each transect was located within the same marsh area and the same distance from Bayou la Loutre for a
total of3 stations (replicates) per each distance (lkm) Iiom the bayou. Sampling began in winter of2003 and is on-
going at semi-amual sampling intervals.

Data indicate that ouly the levee's back marsh sites, that are those within 50 meters ofBayou la Loutre, lost
elevation. These sites were located in the marsh on the back side of the Bayou la Loutre ridge. Bayou la Louhe
channel has apparently been periodically dredged with dredged material placed along the nah[al levee banks.
Vertical soil accretion for these sites was insufficient to offset subsidence. For the second distance group, located
roughly 1 km north of Blind Lagoon, positive soil surface elevation change was the greatest. Not only did the soil
surface increase the most ofall sites, but elevation increased at more than twic€ the rate ofverlical soil accretion.
This difference indicates that below-ground processes are contributing substantially to increases in soil surface
elevatioq at least for the period of time since the staxt of this study. Potential below-ground influences include, but
are not limited to, root and rhizome biomass production and subsurface hydrology. For sites located at the
remafuitrg three distances from the bayou, soil surface elevation increased the most at the mid-transect site (2 km),
and the least at the farthest distance sites (4 km) with the fourth distance sites (3 km) showing elevation change
values in between the 2 km and 4 km sites. Vertical soil accretion was essentially the same as soil surface elevation
iucreases for all three of thes€ sites. Therefore, addition ofsedimetrts at the surface is the pdmaqr factor controlling
marsh soil elevation in these interior sites.

Data ftom the Blind Lagoon sites show a different pattcm than data collected at nearby Stump Lagoon, which is also
otr Bayou la Loutre. The Stump Lagoon sites were set up the same as Blind Lagooq with three parallel transects of
five stations each. These are roughly the same distance from the bayou as the Blind Lagoon sites, set up by a
Univenity ofNew Orleans graduate student (John Calvin). We have continued sarnpling of these SET sites to both
compare to the Blind Lagoon sites and to edarge our overall design for Biloxi Marsh. Both soil surface elevation
change and vertical soil accretion data exhibited no discemable patterns over the course of a year. There were
seasonable differenc€s, however, but no spatial differences within a season or in any combination ofseasons.
Distance from Bayou la Louhe had no effect on the measured paramete$. Semi-anaual sampling ofthese sires is
also beine continued in a similar time {fame as the Blind Lasoon sites.
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MODELING WATERSHED CHANGE IN THE MAUREPAS SWAMPS.

Reves. E., and C.A. Spring. Coastal Ecosystem Research Laboratory, Pontcharhain Institute for Environmental
Sciences, University of New Orleans.

Extensive wetland habitat changes have occurred in coastal Louisiana includrng land loss, displacement of
fteshwater vegetation by salinity tolerant communities, and diminishing frsheries production- We developed a
watershed ecological model that integrates present environmental conditions, mimics several event pulsing
scenarios, such as different river diversion deliveries and hurricane-related tidal intrusions, and evaluates watershed
health through long-term scenarios such as sea-level rise and clinate change. This model consisted ofa grid of
spatially articulated urlit models that interact hydrological and ecologically.

Study area naps were collected ftom three different sources. (a) regular quad maps from the LA Dept. of
Transportation. These maps allowed the location oftha time-sedes monitoring stations and to delimit precisely the
study area. (b) vegetation&abitat maps Ilom the USGS National Wetlands Research Center (1956, 1978 and 1988).
This raster habitat/classified Landsat Thematic Mapper Data information allows analysis of trends, land loss and
vegetation succession These maps were digitized and georeferenced with a GIS software packet. (c) satellite images
(SPOT and ERDAS) ofthe coastal zone ftom the CADGIS Laboratory of Louisiana State University- The 1993
image ofth€ study area is an ERDAS satellite image provided by CADGIS Laboratory and will be used to
georeference elevation and canal network. Several federal and state agencies w€re consulted to corrpile the
topological and bathymetric data for the area. The spatial data comprised LIDAR topographic collection flights in
2000 (LSU Atlas web site) and bath]4netric information from NOAA 1996 (Lakes Pontcharhain and Maurepas
Chart 11369). Light Detection And Ranging data is elevation data with high accuracy and dense coverage. Maps
collected from the USGS National Wetlands Research Center and the CADGIS Laboratory oflouisiana State
University were used to create a I sq. km version ofthe habitat distribution. This version was then combined with
the topo-bath1'rnetry to use as base maps for the initial model mns.

For calibration purposes, the spatial model was initialized under 1978 envfuonrnental conditions and run for 10
years. The calibration exercise was determined satisfactory, once the comparative fit index between the 1988 habitat
map and the resulting map reached 94.I (out of a scale of 100). The model results indicated a slight tendency ofthe
model to overcompensate for freshwater inputs in the form ofprecipitation. Nevertheless, the model provides an
accurate representation ofhistorical conditions. A favored mitigation measue includes incrementing fr€shwater
discharge in response to real-time salinity monitodng. A series of altemative rnanagernent scenarios wete tested for
future conditions (50 years) with several scenarios that included: no freshwater discharge, historicat scheduled
discharge, and water discharge under several management scenarios. Results indicated that freshwater ilputs to the
watershed consistently precluded land loss. The scenarios with freshwater discharge seem to contribute to nraintain
the favorable conditions for these ecosystems-
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COMPOSITIONS OF BURIED SEEDS IN THE LAKE RAMSAY LONGLEAF PINE SAVANNA.

Ripolt. C.M. Southeastern Louisiana University, Hammond, LA

"Biodiversity is the key to the rnaintenance of the world as we know it" - E.O. Wilson
Biodiversity is threatened by habitat loss. One such habitat that is endangered is the longleafpine savanna ofthe
southeastem portion of the United States. This great expanse of savanrn was estimated to encompass 92 million
acres of forest pre-Euopean settlemelt. More than95% percent ofall longleafpine savanna has been destroyed
ov€r the last centuy. Longleaf pine savanna is dominated by Pinus palustris. Only a small percentage of
Louisiana's original longleaf pine savanna remain today. Restoration of longleafpine savannas is crucial to the
corxewation and preservation ofrare plant species as well as threatened and endangered animal species. The
Louisiana Nature Consewancy and the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries have collaborated in an
effort to preserve and restore such wet pine savannas in the Florida Parishes of southeastern Louisiana. This seed
bank study will take place at the Lak€ Ramsay Savanna Wildlife Management Area that is managed by the
Louisiana Department of Wildtife and Fisheries. This savanna is one of the largest high-quality wet savannas
remaining in the southeastern portion of Louisiarn. Over 200 native plant species have been recorded at the Inke
Ramsay Savanna Wildlife Managernent Area. Curently this area is known to support 32 rare plant species and 3
rare animal species. Ten ofthe rare plant species are considered to be globally rare, or rare throughout their entire
rznge. Calopogon multiJlorus rs a rare plant only found in Louisiarn at the Lake Ramsay Savanna Wildlife
Management Area (WMA). Marty insectivorous plant species are present at the savanna. Plant species at the Lake
Ramsay Wilrllife Management Area include pircher plants ( Saruacenia alata, S. psittacina), butterworts (Pinquicula
lutea), swr4ews (Drosera brevifolia, D. capillaris), andbladderworts (Urrrcalaria subulatu). Rare animal species,
all birds, include Henslow's Sparrow (l mmodramus hexslowfi), Bachnan's Sparrow (Aimophila aestivalis), ar.d
Bald Eagles (Ilalrc eetus leucocephalus).

In order to rnarage for thes€ rare plants, knowledge of the contents ofthe seed bank can be used as an effective tool
for conservation. Very little is known about the number and kind ofrare species that renuin as buried seeds in the
I-ouisiana long leafpine savanrns. The ability for these buried seeds to reestablish after fire is also a question that
needs to be addressed. This study will address these questious: (1) What species are present as buried seeds and at
what density? and (2) Does the number or density change with with./without fire? Soil samples were taken from
fifty lnl plots at the Lake Ramsay Savanna WMA The samples will be divided into equal parts. Each sample
will be mixed with sterile potting soil and placed in aluminum tmys for germination. One inch of pine needles l'ill
be placed on one sarnple ftom each plot. Th€ pine needles will be ignited, thus emulating a natural hre regime.
Then all ofthe trays will be placed in an open greenhouse at th€ Southeastem Louisiana University Horticulture
Center. Seedlings will be identifred and data will be recorded. Expected results from this study will be
representative of the species that are buried as seeds in the longleafpine savanna. We will be able to draw inferences
about the effect of firs distubance on the germination of seeds in the seed bank. Inforrnation from this study may be
used to aid in planning and implementing a management system for the endangered longleafpine savanna
ecosystem. It may also be used as a reference point for furtler research encompassing the longleafpine savannas.
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SEDIMENT NUTRIENT D1NAMICS AT THE CAERNARVON FRESHWATER DIVERSION
STRUCTUR.E, LA.

Sakulpitakphon- T., and E. Reyes. University ofNew Orleans Department ofGeology and Geophysics,
Pontcharftain Institute for Environmental Sciences. New Orleans. LA.

Wetlands ofcoastal Louisiana are disappeariog at a rate ofaboul 40-56 kmz yr I. Channelizations ofthe Mississippi
River and other hydrologic alterations have led to erosiorq subsidence and saltwater intrusion in the coastal
Louisiana, resulting in rates ofrelative sea-level rise in excess of10 mm Jr-I. Increased nutrient load inthe
Mississippi River from agricultural activity have also lead to serious water quality probl€ms, causing eutrophication
in coastal waters. This has caused a severe hlryoiic zone to occur during the summer months and has been linked to
fish kills within the northem portion of the Gulf of Mexico. To address these problems, fieshwater diversions are
currently being use to help restore the wetlands because they improve fish and wildlife production, enhance
vegetation groMlt, provide sediments to sediment deprived areas, and reduce salt water iufiusion.

The Caernarvon freshwater diversion on the Lower Mississippi River is located 32 km south ofNew Orlearx near
Caernarvon, LA. It diverts freshwater into the Breton Sound estuary. The estuary contains about I , I 00 km2 of
fies[ brackish, and saline wetlands. At the Caemarvon fteshwater diversion structure, flow regimes were
nnnipulated by releasing pulses ofriver water during two-week periods during 2001 tlrough 2003.

Preliminary analyses suggest that the diversion has helped build marshes. As water-borne sediments and nutrrents
provide minenl and organic natter to marsh soils, these enhance marsh groMh and productivity, helpmg to counter
marsh loss due to subsidence and sea-level rise. Previous research has showa a decrease in lhe nitrogen levels, as
water flowed through the watershed. Within the watershed, marshes and estuaries can act as a sink for the nutdents
by reducing sediment loads and nutrients through denitrification, plant praduction and burial of organic matter.
Thus, the Breton Sound estuary has the potential to become a viable mechanism for decreasing the nutrient load
ftom the Mississippi River water prior to reaching the coast, preventing further deterioration to th€ coastal waters.
The objective ofthe research was to anal)ze the geochemistry ofthe nutrients arld better unde$tand sediment
dpamics and to determine nutrient rsmoval potential from the Mississippi River water of the Breton Sound estuary.

A yearlong investigation was conducted dudng 2002 to quantift changes in nutrient content in the sediments and
porewater at different locations in the watemhed. Four sites within the estuary were selected to conduct the
research. Sediment traps and piezometers were deployed at each site. At each sites, four sediment traps and two
piezometers were set on the marshes at varying distarces of near, intermediate, and far distances ftom the edge of
the water. Each sediment hap contained two glass-fiber frlters and two tiles (one ceramic and one vinyl) sunounded
by a wire cage. The piezometer consisted of a PVC pipe with tkee tubing imbedded with holes capped by mesh
polyprophyene frlters at the depth of 25, 45,65 cm along the pipe. Pore water samples were collected monthly using
portable sampler to extract r[ater sarnples at the various depths. Samples were anal]zed for nutrients (total nitrogen
and phosphorus) to determine the fate and transformations along the estuary. Results indicated nutrients decreased
with increasins distance fiom the diversion sauchue and increasing distance from the edse of the water at each site.
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WA,TER QUALITY ASSESSMENT FOR BAYOU ST. JOHN AND THE CITY PARK LAGOONS.

Schexnayder, M., and B. LaBorde. LSU Ag Center/Louisiana SeaGrant, Metairie, LA.

Water quality mouitoring is needed to construct a viable rnanagement and restoration program for Bayou St. John
and City Park. The Urban Fishery Initiative (UFI) is lead by area biologists who have an interest in improving the
related ecosystems of both City Park lagoons and Bayou St. John. Their plans include a frsh stocking program in
City Park and malsh creation along Bayou St. John to restore its historic shoreline. The Urban Fishery Initiative's
mission is to improve access to good hshing and water quality for all citizens ofthe New Orleans metropolitan
region.

In January 2004, biologists Mark Schexnayder and Dr. Poirrier recommended important areas for water quality
analysis. Since theq twelve monitoring locations have been analyzed bi-weekly to show the envirorunental
condition of this system. The twelve locations have been divided into three monitoring areas (north and south City
Park lagoons, and Bayou SL John). Water quality data will be acquircd fiom January 30, 2004, to AprII21,2004.

The water quality ofBayou St. John and City Park will be tested rvith the use of two instruments:
o The YSI -85 is being used for field data collection. This multi-parameter monitoring device will be

used to measw€ dissolved oxygen, conductivity, and salinity. The YSI instrument being used is
courtesy ofJohn Kinabrew (director of vohlnteers at City Park) and Mark Schenayder (LSU Ag
Cente/Louisiana Sea Grant).

r Water samples are being collected and brought back to the lab for further testing. A fluorometer will
be used in the in the laboratory to determine concentratiols of chlorophyll a and pheophytin a. The
use of this equipment and lab time is courtesy ofDr. Errique Reyes (Pontchartrain Institute for
Environmental Sciences).

It is important for the scientific community to be aware of the efforts ofthe Urban Fisfung Initiative and ofthe in-
depth arnlysis ofthe monitoring results. These shrdies may determine where aeration systerns are needed in the City
Park and where the optimal frsh stocking locations exist, The report will describe whether marsh creation or
aquatic vegetation planting can exist iu Bayou St. John and City Park and the requfuements ofdoing so. Based on
the results, proposals will be offered to assist the paxk rnanagers maintain or improve the water quality for the ent[e
lagoon systern
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DECLINE IN BENTHIC DIVERSITY AND LARGE i,4NGII CLAMS DTIE TO HYPOXIA FROM
SALTWATER INTRUSION DURING A LA NINA DROUGHT.

Spaldine. E. A. and M. A. Poirrier- Deparhnent ofBiological Sciences, Estuarine Research I-aboratory and the
Pontcharhain Institute for Envionmental Sciences, University ofNew Orleans, LA.

Past IINO studies demonstrated that large R. cuneatq clar$ are absent ftom a 100 square mile area due to saltwater
intrusion through the Inner Harbor Navigational Canal (IHNC). A prolonged drought from 1999 to 2001 that was
associated with a shift ftom the Et Nin6 fo La Nind climate patterns resulted in a lake-wide salinity increase tlree
times the historic mean of4 ppt . Much higher bottom salinity occurred tbroughout the lake, and episodic hypoxia
was also widespread. Th€se hypoxic events coupled with increased salinity resulted in a lake-wide decrease in
benthos species diversity and Razgza clams.

Species diversity was used to evaluate annual changes in benthic inveriebrate community structure. Values from
1996 through 2002 fluctuated as a result ofchanges in salinity, hypoxia, and the interaction ofthe two. In coastal
marine systems, diversity increases with salinity, and low salinity estuaries, such as Lake Pontchartain, are
characterized by relatively few species. Since salinity usually increases from west to east in Lake Pontchartrain,
there is corresponding increase in species diversity. Exceptions to the west to east diversity increase occurred during
the 1997 Bonnet Carre Spillway opening and during the spring of2000, when east and west salinities were the same.
In 1997, they were the same due to the massive influx of Mississippi River water and in 2000 due to the lack of
str€am flow ftom a severe drought.

Stress also causes a reduction in species diversity. In Lake Pontchartraiq the area affected by saltwater intrusion has
low species divenity due to shess ftom low dissolved oxygen even though tlte salinity is higher. A tlend of
increasing species diversity with distance from the source ofsaess, the IHNC, was apparent ftom 1996 through
1999. However, a drarnatic lake-wide decrease in species diversity occurred in fall 2000 arld spring 2001 in spite of
relatively high salinity from the drought The benthic community was also dominated by stress-tolerant amelids
during this period, tlpical ofsamples near the IHNC. This decrease in diversity indicated that a lake-wide episode of
low bottom dissolved oxygen occurred. This was supported by loss of almost all large ftanglc clams.

After the cessation ofshell dredging_in 1990, the density of large Rangia cuneatq cla\\s (> Zl mm) increased lake-
wide with the exception ofa 100-mi' area affected by salinity sftatiflcation and €pisodic h]?oxia. From 1996 to
1999, clam density appeared to be relatively stable. However, in 2000 through 2002, salinity levels increased, the
density ofR4ngra clams dramatically decreased, the density of Ischqdium recurvuz mussels increased (Figure 4),
and the area affected by episodic hypoxia increased. Although the decrease in Razgia clams coincided with an
increase in salinity, it is unlikely that increased salinity alone was responsible for the decline. Rangia clams
reproduce and are abrmdant at salinities up to 15 ppt and car survive salinities as high as 25 ppt. The underlying
factor causing the decline was likely the interaction ofstress fiom episodic hypoxia and abrupt salinity changes. The
low species diversity in 2000 and 2001 discussed above suppors a lake-wide hlpoxic event.

Confounding the explanation of tlrc disappearance of Rangia clams was the rapid inclrease of Ischadiurz mussels
observed lake-wide. Prior to 1999, small nunrbers of Ischadium werc confned to the eastemmost area of the lake.
As the density ofrR.rtgrc decreased, the dansity of Ischadiun mussels increased lake-wide, including the historically
IHNC-affected area. The increase in lschadium was mostlikely due to increased saliui$ levels and decreased
corrpetition fiom Rangia. Ischadium is abundant in higher salinities.estuaries such as Lake Borgne. It generally
occurs with oysters, and because of its numbers can become a nuisance. A thin bottom layer of low oxygen water
may not have as severely affected lschadiumbecause it occurs on substratum above the bottom and not in the
sediment. This resulted in the rapid increase of not only small Ischadium (< 5 mm) but also the establishment and
grouth of larger mussels (>3 5 mm)-

The lake-wide hypoxic event was probably caused by saltwater intrusion- Currently the USACOE is corsidering
closure of the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet (MRGO) which would reduce irfusian from the IHNC and restore
clam habitat, which in hrrn would result in increased water clarity, expansion of grassbeds, reduction of algal bloom
and fecal coliforms, and conversion ofthe bottom ftom mud to shell.
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VERTICAL MO\'EMENT OF BASIN BRJNES I]P THE BATON ROUGE.DENHAM SPRINGS FATJLT
SYSTEM IN LOTIISIANA.

Stoessell. R.K. and L- Procbaska. Department of Geology and Geophysics, University ofNeu'Orleans, New
Orleans, LA.

The southwarddipping Baton Rouge-Denham Springs (BR-DS) Fault System tends eastwest for 150 krn ftom
Baton Rouge to south of Slidell, paralleling the Cretaceous shelf margin near the northem shoreline of Lake
Pontchartrain. Groundrvaters lrom Neogene sand aquifers in the area are the major public sources of freshwater.
Use of this groundwater is cutailed in East Baton Rouge Parish where brackish waters occur in numerous
southward-dipping Pleistocene, Pliocene and Upper Miocene aquifers at deptrs of 100 to 900 m along the upthrown
(footwall) side of the BR-DS fault system. Farther east, the Pliocene Big Branch Aquifer in the vicinity of l,acombe
contains brackish water on the upthrown side ofth€ BR-DS fault system.

The molar ratios ofthe brine producing t}le saltwater intrusiorx in both the Baton Rouge and I-acombe areas are
0.0005 for Br/Cl and near unity for Na/Cl (Fig. 1). These ratios would result from a marine fluid dissolving more
than 70 g ofrecrystallized halite per liter irf fluid. Diapirs ofl-oualln salt at greater deptls are the only known
souce ofrecrlstallized halite. The measured 875r/865r ratios in the brackish groundwiters in the Big branch Aquifer
in Lacombe and in tbree Pliocene and two Upper Miocene aquifers in the Baton Rouge area ranged ftom 0.70788,
near the seawater value at the Eocene-Oligocene boundary up to 0.70837, characteristic ofLower Miocene seawater.
These ratios increase within fluids as they move though clastic units, making them minirnum ages ofthe source
brines. The minimum ages are older than the ages of the formations (aquifers) containing the brackish u/aters.

The fluid chemishies are consistent with the brine sources as Lower Miocene or Paleogene formation fluids that
have dissolved more than 70 g ofhalite per liter ofsolution and moved up the BR-DS Fault System to enter the
more shallow Neog€ne units. Saltwater ftonts in the Baton Rouge area aquifers are advancing rapidly, which is
evidence that the fault system is still acting as a conduit for vertical fluid movement. In conhast, the saltwater front
in the Lacombe area appears to be static due to low fresh-water \Mithdrawal. The possibility offluid movement up
fault planes needs to be considered in the placement of deep-water wastewater injection wells in the vicinity of the
BR-DS Fault Systern
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Fig- 1 mMr plots and mM,/rnM", vs (mMcrfl plots- Samples from Big Branch Aquifer are shown as
tr (dilule) and r (brackish). The samples from the Baton Rouge aquifers are shown as o with
numbers: 1, 1,000 ft; 2,1,20Aft:,3, 1,500ft; 4,2,000fi; and 5,2,800 ft aquifers. Olher samples are
labeled. Seawater Miing is with Bayou Lacombe
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NUTRIENT REDUCTION IN DAVIS POND.

Str ras. A.L., and R.K. Stoessell. University of New Orleans, New Orlearx, LA.

Davis Pond is a Mississippi River fteshwater diversion that opened in July 2002. The 37.6 km'? ponding area of the
diversion is southwest ofNew Orleans, connecting the Mississippi River to Lake Cataouatche, in the Upper
Baratada Bay Estuary. Mississippi fuver Aoshwater diversions are one ofthe restoration techniques bel;g
enployed to rebuild the Mississippi River floodplain. Saltwater intrusion is halted by the inllux of fteslu nunient-
laden river water. Vertical accretion occurs as river water slows and suspended sediments sink and settle out. plants
grow in the new subshate, ard the roots consolidate sediment. As vegetation grows, dver water slows further,
acting as a positive feedback for continued vertical accretion.

The two major freshwater diversions in Louisiana are Davis Pond and Caemarvon. The Bonnet Carre Spillway can
divert M-ississippi River water into the Mississippi Sound by way ofLake Pontchartrain with a rnaxirnum florv of
7,709 m's'' (Flocks et a1.2001); however, the spillway is used for flood protection and not coastal restoration. Th€
Caernarvon Freshwater Diversion became operational in 1991, with a maximum florv ofabout 226 m3s-r (Lane et al.
1999), and diverts Mississippi fuver water into Breton Sound. Thc Davis Pond Freshwater Diversion opened in
2002, diverting Mississippi River water into Barataria Bay with a maximum flow potential of 283 mrs-'(Addison
2002).

This study was the M.S. thesis ofAnna Strimas (2003) and focused on the changes in nutrient concentrations in
filtered sarnples as water enters and exits the Davis Pond ponding area. The data sets include a comparison of
nutrient concenttation changes before and afier the diversion became operational. The purpose was to determine if
the river water diversion would caus€ nitrogen levels to increase in the Upper Barataria Bay Estuary with the
possibility of lowering water quality by hyper-eutrophication (Mitsch et al. 2001 ; Rabalais, et aI.2002). Diversion
project managers can use this shrdy in designing flow conditions that will not aause adverse ecological effects.

Pre-diversion data in 2000 along the Davis Pond Diversion flow path indicated that the average dissolved (frltered)
inorganic nitrogen concenhations were l.4l mg l-' in the Mississippi River, 0.44 mg l-' in Davis Pond and 0.15 mg
fr in Lake Cataouatche (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, unpublishad data,200l). Higher levels inDavis pond
probably reflected the input ftom the surrounding rnarsh; whereas, the lower levels in the lake reflected dilution with
seawater in the estuary.

Water samples are taken at six different stations in the ongoing study along the diversion ftom the ponding area id€t
and the outlet and within l-ake Cataouache. Each sarrpling sequence used estimated hydraulic tetention times ro rry
to obtain sarnple giving the change in water chemistry as the fluid moved across the ponding area. Geochemical
analysis focuses on nitrate, nitrite, phosphate, silica, and carbon dissolved within the water column. Field
measurements include pll, Eh, temperahue, specific conductivity and dissolved oxygen (mgll). Inboratory
procedures include alkalinity, hubidity, total organic carbon (TOC), and aqueous silica. An arnlysis ofrnajor ior15 is
also included.

Davis Pond is acting as a major sink for oxidized nitrogen and generally more than 90% of the dissolved oxidized
nihogen is being removed as the Mississippi fuver water flows through the ponding area. Seasonal averages of
dissolved oddized inorgauic nitogen are sho'wrl as CNO2+NO3)-N in Figure l. Along the florv patl, the summer
2002 seasonal concentrations (mg l'') were 0.91 (inlet),0.01 (outlet) and 0.04 (lake). In the winter 2003, thcy wcre
1.42 (inlet), 0.21 (outlet), and 0.47 (lake). In the spring 2003, they were 1.30 (inlet), 0.07 (outlet), and 0.06 (lake).
Further downstream in the lake, the dissolved oxidized nitrogen concentrations were higher in the winter than in the
outlet from the pond. This may be resultant ofslower microbial growth and degradation rates that occur with cooler
temperatures. It may also reflect non-riverine freshwater sources in [.ake Cataouatche.

Virtually total dissolved oxidized nitrogen rernoval was observed as Mississippi River water moved across the
ponding area. Nitrogen was undergoing denitrification and incorporation into plant grollth. Water €xiting the
ponding area through weir breaks, after an EHRT of 5 to I 2 days, was always one or two orders of rragnitude lower
in (NO3+NO2)-N than the Mississippi fuver water collected at the Davis Pond inlet at dp I * . The dissolved oxidized
nitrogen decreased by 93% within the ponding area ftom an average conc€ntration of 1.12 mg l-1 (SD : 0.30) at th€
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inlet to 0.08 mg f' (SD : 0.07) at the outlet at low flows rates of28.3 to 34.0 mr s'r. The nitrogen removal rates in
the ponding area were 29, 30, and 35 g N l-r m2 yr-r, respectively in summer 2002, winter 2003, and spring 2003.

The dissolved oxidized nitrogen decreases were mrrch greater therl the 15 to 20olo removal predicted by Turner
(1998), and Mitsch et al. (2001) for dver diversions and the removal rates are several times larger than the oxidized
nitrogen loading rates reported at Caemarvon (Lane, 1999). The remoyal decreases the amount ofdissolved
oxidized nihogen that would otherwise be funneled offthe continental shelfto facilitate hypoxic waters in the Gulf
of Mexico (Rabalais et al., 2001).
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Fig. 1 (Strimas and Stoessell): Oxidized nitrogen concentations in Mississippi fuver water at the input and
output to Davis Pond and withia Lake Cataouatche in the Barataria Bay Estuary. The data are for six sampling
traverses in three seasons when the flow was around 1000 ft'lsec. There was a loss ofoxidized N within the ponding
atea.
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SIMULATION OF DISCHARGE FROM TIIE AMITE AND TANGIPAHOA RIVER BASINS USING A
SPATIALLY DISTRIBUTED MODEL.

Wu. K. and Y. Jurl Xu. School of Renewable Natural Resources, Louisiana State University Agc€nter, Baton
Rouge, LA.

Spatial hydrology modeling has trecome increasingly irportant in policy decision making because effective
watershed management requires the understanding ofbasic hydrologic and biogeochemical wat€rshed processes.
The modeling offers the opportunity to discem potential impacts and risks of management alternatives on the
availability and quality of water in complex watershed syster$- In this study, we tested a spatially distributed
hydrologic model the Soil and Water Analysis Tool (SWAT). Our primary objective was to assess the model's
applicability for coastal watersheds under the rapid urbanization development- The Amite and Tangipahoa River
Basins were chosen in this study because of thei representativeness for the typical land use patlems across
Southeast Louisiana. Various datasets from th€ basins were gathered, which include data on soils, topography, land
cover Epes, and climatic conditions. Daily discharge was simulated for tlrc two basins over the period from 1948 to
2000, and the simulated results were compared agaiDst thc maasuements. This paper will present the modeling
results and discuss applicability ofthe AVSWAT model for coastal lowland watersh€ds.
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SEASONAL AND INTER-ANNUAL VARIATIONS OF SURFACE WATER CITI, a IN LAI(E
PONTCHARTRAIN AND THE NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO: A REVIEW OF SIX YEARS OF
SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING BY SEAWIFS.

Ygegl,J.,M.J.Dagg2,F.Namwamba3andL.Lylesl.LDepartrnentofMarineScience,TheUniversityofSouthem
Mississippi, Stennis Space Center, MS, zlouisiana Universities Marine Consortiun! Chauvin, LA; rCenter for
Energy and Environmental Studies, Southem University, Baton Rogue, LA-

Cll c concenhation is related to phytoplankton biomass and is therefore a good indicator of the trophic state of
marine ecosystems. Surface water chl a has been monitored on a daily basis by the space-bome SeaWiFS
instrument for more than six years. Early algorithms for calculating in-water c&/ a were susceptible to interference
in "case II" (coastal) waters, but recent studies indicate that the new OC4 algorithm performs well in coastal wate6.
We processed six years ofalaily SeaWiFS images for the surface water chl (r of Lake Pontchartrain and the Northerl
Gulf of Mexico using the OC4 algorithrl Based on the daily chl a images thus generated, we conducted an analysis
ofseasonal and inter-annual variations ofsurface water c[/ a. Our analysis indicates that the concentration ofctl a
in the suface waters of lake Pontchartrain and the Nordrern Gulf of Mexico were high all year long ard that chl q
distribution in these coastal waters has a stong seasonal cycle with higher concentrations in the summer and lower
concentrations inthe winter. There are also significant inter-annual variations ofsurhce water clt/ a in botl regions.
We will discuss and provide explanations for these seasonal and inter-amual pattems-
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Pontchartrain Restoration Proj ects
Sponsored by: NOAA and EPA

CRITICAL HABITAT CLASSIFICATIONS AND CIIANGE ANALYSIS OF'THE LAKE
PONTCHARTRAIN BASIN.

Bea[ A.D., A.I.T. Sigurdson, F.J. Cretini Jr., and S. Penland- Pontchartrain Institute for Environmental Sciences,
University ofNew Orleans, New Orleans, LA.

The Lake Pontchartain Basin is a watershed enconpassing 16 parishes in southcast Louisiana. The Basin has one
ofthe most diverse conplexes ofenviroffnents in Louisiana, ranging from rolling woodlands in northem portions of
the Basin to coastal wetlands in the southem part of the Basin. At the center ofthe Basin is the 630 square mile
Lake Pontcbartrain and the largest population c€nter in Louisiana, the Greater New Orleans area, at 1.5 milhon
individuals. The Lake Pontchartrain Basin is Louisiana's premier urban estuary and today is one of out most
environmentally impacted estuades. Over the last several decades, the Basin's water quality has declined; shorelines
have eroded; and wetlands bave been lost. The Basin has been mined for shells, oil and gas. There are now dead
zones; fisheries resowces have diminished; beaches are closed and substantial commercial and recreational values
have been damaged. Human activities are largely responsible for these adverse impacts on the enyironmental
quality of the Lake Pontchartrain Basin. Shce the late I 940's, growth and development have increased destroyi ng

many habitats. Increases in impervious areas have increased runoff and storm water discharges. Inadequate
wastewater treatrnent and agricultual activities have also signihcantly degraded water quality. Hurr.an activities in
conjunction with rntural processes have caused the loss ofthe thousands ofacres ofwedands.

As part of a larger research effort funded by the Pontcharnain Restoration Act, a critical habitat classification is
being performed on all 16 parishes in the Lake Pontchartrain Basin for three time periods covering a 20-year time
span. The goal ofthe classification is to examine the land cover changes occurring within the Basin between 1983,
I 990 and 2000 and to quantify the loss of sensitive habitats to ongoing urbanization in the Basin. To date, four
parishes have been completed: Plaqu€mines, St. Bemard Tangipahoa and St. Tammany. Classifications for
Jeffersor4 Orleans, Liyingstoq East Baton Rouge, Ascension and Iberville are currently in progr€ss. The final six
parishes, St. James, St. John the Baptist, St. Charles, East Feliciana, St. Helena ard Washington are scheduled to be
started in September 2004.

St. Bemard and Plaquemines are the two most critically mlnerable padshes to coastal erosion in the Basin. A
majority of both parishes are dominated by open water and marsil St. Bernard is 80 percent water and Plaquemines
is 75 percent {ater. (The analysis for Plaquemines was performed for the portion ofthe padsh in the Basin.) In
1983, marsh accounted for 16.6 percent ofthe St. Bernard Parish area (203,472 acres). By 1990 marsh areas
declined to 202,165 acres (14.6%) and to 199,851 acrcs (14.4Vo) by 2000. In Plaquemines Parish, marsh accounted
for 201,785 acres or 21.6"/o ofthe parish area in 1983. By 1990 this had declined to 201,306 acres and to 196,295
by 2000.

Urban areas in St. Bemard Parish accounted for 7,027 acres in 1983, 10,307 acres in 1990 and 10,888 acres in 2000.
This is an overall increase of 3,862 acres in 17 years or 227 aues per year. Urbanization between 1983 and 1990
accounted for the loss of 1,065 acres ofmarsh, 977 acres ofwetland forest and 379 acres of wetland slrub/scnrb or
2,421acres of citical habitat. Ofthe total area urbanized between 1983 and 199065.3%was from critical habitats.
Also inthe same time period 1,126 acres ofagriculhfaVgrass/barren was converted to ulban areas. Between 1990
and 2000, 342 acres ofwetland forest, 136 acres ofmarsh and 83 acres of wetland shrub/scrub were converted to
urban areas. Critical habitats accotmted for 69.8 percent of the total urban grorl.t}t between 1990 and 2000.

Urban areas in Plaquemines Parish accounted for 1,582 acres in 1983, 2,803 acres in 1990 and 3,803 acres in 2000.
This is an overall increase ofZ,z2l acres in 17 years or 13I acres per year. Urbanization between 1983 and 1990
accounted for the loss of407 acres ofmarsh, 365 acres of wetlatrd forest and 20 acres ofwedand sbrub/scrub or 793
acres ofcritical habitat. Of the total area urbanized between 1983 and 199043.6%was from critical habitats.
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Between 1990 and 2000, 279 acres ofmarsh, 201 acres ofwetland forest and 54 aqes of wetland shrub/scmb were
converted to urban areas. Critical habitats accounted for 5 I percent of the total urban g{o\ith between 1990 and
2000.

Tangipahoa and St. Tammany Parishes are less vulnerable to coastal ercsion, but their accessibility to major
thoroughfares for commuters makes the parishes vulnerable to urbanization. Urban areas in Tangipahoa Parish
accounted for 27,156 acres in 1982,29,081acres in 1990 and 47,570 ades in 2000. This is an overall increase of
18,489 acres in l8 years or 1,027 acr€s per year. Urbanization between 1982 and 1990 accounted for the loss of
1,352 acres of wetland fores! 1 12 acres of wetland sbrub/scrub and 48 acres of marsh or 1,513 acres of critical
habitat. Of the total area urbanized between 1982 and 1990 12.6%o was ftom critical habitats. Between 1990 and
2000, 334 acres ofwetland forest, 136 acres ofwetland shrub/scrub and 42-7 acres ofmarsh were converted to urban
areas. Critical habitats accounted for 2.7 percent ofthe total urban growth between 1990 and 2000.

Utban areas in St Tammany Parish accounted for 22,238 acres in 1982, 37,049 acres in 1990 and 70.821 acres rn
2000. This is an overall increase of48,583 acres in 18 years or 2,699 acres per year. Urbanization between 1982
and 1990 accounted for the loss of3,303 acres of marslq 2,935 acres of wetland forest and 2,191 acres of wetland
shrub/scrub or 8,428 acres of critical habitat. Of the total area urbanized between 1982 and 1990 40.0% was ftom
critical habitats. Between 1990 and 2000, 6,093 acres of wetland forest,2,684 acres ofwetland shrub/scrub and
4,754 acres ofmarsh were converted to urban areas. Critical habitats accounted for 34.3 percent ofthe total urban
growth between 1990 and 2000.
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REGIONAL WASTEWATER IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM.

Brooksr, W. aud R Delaune!, rRegional Plarming Comrnission, New Orleans, LA. '?Digital Engineering & Imaging,
Inc, Kenn€r, LA.

The Regional Wastewater Irplementatiou Program includes all or part ofsixteen parishes and the municipalities in
those parishes within the boundaries ofthe Lake Pontcharhain Basin Watershed. This program consists ofa
regiotal inventory and assessment ofthe capital facility needs for upgrading the wastewater treahnent and collection
slstems in the Basin. It identifres specific wastewater rehabilitation projects that will contribute to inproving water
quality in the Lake Pontchartrain Basin. The work effort orgaaizes a vast amount of existing wastewater data that
currently exists at parish and municipal levels and brings it into focus as a regional issue with a regionat goal of
improving water quality in the Lake Pontcharhain Basin. The program serves as the basis for a long range region-
wide wastewater inftastructue improvement program. The program focuses on gathering existing information and
not on developing missing inforrnation-

The goal of the Regiolul Wastewater Irplementation Prbgram (WIP) is to identify wastewak! needs to upgrade
wastewater treatment and collection within the Basin. The Basin experiences a large volume ofrainfall which
causes many problems in the wastewater sysems within the Basin. These wet weather conditions contribute to
sewerag€ system overflows and water quality discharge permit violations. The overllows and discharge permit
violations flow into various drainage systems that &ain into Lake Pontchartrain. The recurrence ofoverflorv and
discharge permit violations are the rnain cause of high fecal coliform levels in [,ake Pontchartmin.

The findings from this study oudine wastewat€r projects identified through data collection and revierv for each
parish and municipality. Ma[y ofthe wastewater projects identihed are similar in natttre because ofthe similar
topology and rainfall pattems throughout the Lake Pontchartrain Basin. Preliminary cost estirnates for the
wastewater projects identified tbrough this study have been developed. Several gaps and deltciencies in planning
were discovered in the wastewater s',stems within the Basin and many projects and associated cost estirnates are still
yet to be identifred and developed. Additional efforts are required subsequent to completion of this program to
address the gaps and deficiencies discovered. The program allows parish and municipal governments within the
Lake PontcharFain Basin to have fundamental wastewater infiastructure data available to them to address their
wastewater needs.

Some of the typical wastewater projects identified include, but are not limited to, areas requiring public sewer
service; collection system rehabilitation to address inllow and infiltration; replacement of old sewer force mains; lift
station capacity upgrades; oxidation pond ard mechanical treatrnent plant improvements.

The WIP serves as the catalyst for seeking firnding for wastewater improvements in the Lake Pontcharhain Basin as
a Region. Funding is a firadamental element of an extensive improvement prograrl A live y€ar action plan is in the
process of development to prioritize the wastewater proj€cts identified through this study. It will emphasize funding
for the Basin in the amount of $20 million per year for five years. Projects identified for each municipality will be
priolitized and funding allocated over five years to implement as many identified projects as possible in the Basin.
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ASSESSMENT OF STORM WATER RTJNOFF ON THE LEVELS OF FECAL POLLUTION
INDICATORS AND NUTRIENTS IN THE NORTHER-T{ PORTION OF THE LAKE PONTCIL{RTRAIN
(LPB).

Childers. G.W., C. Schulz and G.T. Howard. Southeastern Louisiana University, Departunent ofBiological Sciences,
Hammond, LA.

The ecosystem of the Lak€ Pontchartrain Basin (LPB) is impacted by storm water runoff from the north and salt-
water influx fiom the Gulf of Mexico. The objectives for year I, GY2002, funding ftom the Ponchartrain
Resto.ration Act were to 1) establish baseline databases for fecal pollution indicators and selected nutrients in lake
and river waters, 2) determine the impact of runoff nutrients on selected sediment nuhient recycling
microorganisms, and 3) conduct preliminary studies using bacterial source hacking tecbniques. Baseline Database:
with five months remaining on the contracl we have anallzed over 300 lake/river outlet sanples and 275 inland
river sites for fecal coliform bacteria. Typical results indicate acceptable levels (<200/100m1) during dry periods and
exponentially high levels (>250,000/100m1) dwing rain events. We have archived over 1500 water samples and 150
sediment samples for nutrient analyses (nitate, ammonia, phosphate, TOC, TN, TP). Data has been stored on excel
spread sheets but not statistically anal)zed. In general inland river sites are three-frve times higher than lakeside
sites. For example, TOC values for lakeside and dver outlets sites (Rigolets to Blind River) range from 3.0- 15.0
ppm cornpared to 5.0-60.0 ppm for inland river sites. Microbial Nutrient Recyclers: Genomic DNA was exftacted
fron 5-pooled samples ftom the water, top sediment (5cm from sediment surface) and bottom sediment (18 cm
from sedimenl surface) samples ftom six sites ftom the Rigolets to the Blind River. DGGE profiles of nested PCR-
anplified 16SDNA, yielding 590 bp amplicoru will be used to elucidate microbial community structure over a range
ofpH, salinity, nuhients and depth. Preliminary studies based on the neighbor-joining algorithnl show banding
pattems cluster by niche (bottom sediment vs. water and top sediment) not by site. Banding pattems for the
commuaities flom the water samples were more related to one another by geographical location, while communities
ftom sediments did not. Future cloning and sequencing ofDGGE bands should reveal differences in bacterial and
archaeal genetic diversity between sedim€nt and water niches. Bacterial source Tracking: In concert with this study
we have also been involved in Bacterial Source Tracking research with the goal of developing a research tool that
can differentiate hurnn and cattle fecal contamination in polluted water sarrples. The selected approach we are
investigating relies on identifying species-specific fecal bacteria, which can effectively identify the souce of
pollution (humans vs. cattle), and developing an appropriate screening metlod for the marker once identihed. To
date we have screened several prospective species ofbacteria for use as this type oftool, and have identified one
genem in particular, Selenomonas , which looks promising as a cattle fecal pollution indicator. Current research in
our latr has been focused on teasing apart the specific molecular markers associated dtectly with Selenomones in
cattle manure. This information can serve as a foundation for future studies to pinpoint environmental stress
indicators and sources.
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ON THE DEVELOPI\{ENT OF A PREDICTIVE MODEL FOR PATHOGENS ON THE NORTH SHORE
OT' THE LAKE PONTCI{ARTRAIN.

ChilrnakuriL. C.. J. L. Castellanor, Ioannis Georgioul 2, J. A. McCorquodaler, and A. J. Englande3. rFMI Center for
Environmental Modeling, University of New Orl€ans, New Orleans, LA, zPontchartrain Institute for Envfuonmental
Sciences, University ofNew Orleam, New Orleans, LA, 35chool ofTropical Medicine and Environmental Science,
Tulane Univenity, New Orleans, LA.

The Fecal Cotiform sanpling performed by the Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation (LPBF) indicat€d a potential
problem for recrealional use of the north shore of [,ake Pontchartrain. Cunently, a forecasting liamework is being
developed to determine the fate and hansport ofpathogen indicators in the vicinity ofthe Tchefuncta River.

Field sampling for Fecal Coliforrg nutrients, and surficial sediments are used to identify the role of stormwater
runoffplumes and sediment resuspension in the rise ofbacteria levels on the north shore, as well as to determine site
specific bacteria kinetics. The Lake is being sampled at 28 locations at the mouth ofthe Tchefuncta River, with two
additional samples upstream at the Madisonville Bridge for comparison purposes- The sampling grid has dimensions
ofapproximately 800 m between each station in the longshore direction, and 1 km in th€ crossshore direction. Two

rypes of field suweys are conducted: background and "Rain Events". The first t)?e is administered during dry
weather conditions (precipitation ofless than 0.5 in.) to assess the background pathogen levels in the River and the
Lake, while the latter is accomplished during wet weather and generally when significant precipitation occurs in the
afea (> 0.5 in.). Rain Event sanpling continues for three consecutive days after the storm. During each sampling
survey the following water quality parameters are measured: Fecal Colifonq nutrients (N-NHr, NO3), Total
Suspended Solids, turbidity, salinity, temperatue, DO, and pH. Data assessment repoded a salinity range of 0.2 -

1.5 ppt near the mouth ofthe River, and observed Fecal Coliform counts in the range of2 1600 MPN/100 mL.

A 3-D finite volume hydrodynamics and sediment transport model (Estuarine, Coastal and Ocean Modeling System
with Sediments - ECOMSED), developed and calibrated for the Lake Pontchartraiq is used to drive a near-field
model for the mouth ofthe Tchefuncta River, to prcdict the behavior ofplumes entering from the Tchefuncta fuver
into the lake. The freld data are used to calibrate and validate the near-field model. The results from the near-freld
model will be used to forecast the bacteria levels, allowing us to determine potentially unsafe recreational waters.
The lake-wide model uses a grid with 400-m resolution and the near-field model uses a refined grid with 100-rn
resolution centered on the mouth ofthe Tchefuncta River- Both models have 10 vertical layers with thicknesses
determined by the sigma coordinate transformation, varying ftom 5cm near the surface to 30 cm near the bed. The
lake-wide model uses observed wind data at 5 stations in and around the Lake to determine spatially and temporally
varying wind sftesses over the Lake. Daily flows from the north shore tributaries and hourly tidal stages at the
Rigolets, ChefMenteur and Inaer Harbor Navigation Canal (IHNC) are used as boundary conditions. The
hydrodynamics ofthe lake-wide model were calibrated using USGS and Corps of Engineers stage data at Westend,
Mandeville, Midlake, Pass Manchac gages and the LUMCON gage near Pass Manchac. The lransport conponent of
the model was calibrated using the 1997 Bonnet Can6 Spillway Opening dataset of satellite surface reflectance
images.

There was a high variability in the Fecal Coliform data measured by LPBF and I,D{O. Higher counts ofFecal
Coliform were observed at or b€fore the point where Bogue Falaya River meets the Tchefuncta River. Th€ counts
downsteam ofthat point are lower when conrpared to upstream sampling points. This maybe attributed to the fact
tlnt tlere are no major sources flowing into the Tchefuncta River downstream ofthe Bogue Falaya, and to the
pathogen decay occurriug during its transit towards the Lake.

Statistical relations were developed between the flow in the rivers and the corresponding obsewed Fecal Coliform
counts. There was a reasonable correlation between the two variables. The high Fecal Coliform counts were
associated with higher flows; however, the rise in Fecal Colifonn counts was not consistert. For a longer inter-storm
perio4 the rise was very high when compared to smaller inter-storm periods. This can be explained by the fact that
the fust flush runofftends to carry higher loads because of the accumulation during the longer inter-storm periods.
For smaller inter-storm periods the time for accumulation is less, resulting in lower Fecal Coliform counts in the
rivers.
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RESTORATION ACTIVITIES OF THE LAI(E PONTCIIARTRAIN BASIN FOUNDATION.

Dufrechou. C., A. Rheams, A. Bourgeois-Calvin, J. Mastrototaro, S. Briuglio, and G. Gorin.
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation. Melairie. LA-

The Lake Pontcharhain Basin encompasses almost 10,000 square miles in southeast Louisiana. The watershed
covers 16 Louisiana parishes and podions offour Mississippi coudies. From north to south, the Basin transitions
fiom rolling woodlands to pedmeter swamps to the 630 square mile Lake Pontchartain to highly urbanized metro
New Orleans to coastal marshes. With over 40% ofthe state's populatiorl it is the most densely populated area of
Louisiana. It is also one ofthe largest estuarine systenrs on the Gulfcoast, containing 22 €ssential habitats.

Environmental pressures in the Lake Pontchartrain Basin from population growth,/shifts and related impacts havc
been unprecedented. Natural habitats, water bodies, and wetlands were impact€d and continue to be vulnemble to
mounting sfesses After decades ofneglect, the Louisiana legislature in 1989 created the non-profit Lake
Pontchartrain Basin Foundation (LPBF) to coordinate the overall restoration of the Pontchartrain Basin. Today,
citizens, goveming officials, and other stakeholders look to the LPBF to provide information, guidance, and support
to improve the condition ofwater bodies and preserve and restore habitats. LPBF actively provides advice and
assistance to both public and pdvate entities to encourage arld implement sustainable groMh and prevent or
minimize adverse impacts. Utilizing the Pontcharhain Basin Comprehensive Management Plan as its guide, the
LPBF provides foru essential proactive programs: 1) Water Quality Monitoring; 2) Livestock Waste Retention
Lagoon Maintenance; 3) Sewerage Assistance; and 4) Habitat Preservation/Access/Outreach.

l) Water Ouality: Monitoring determines health ofwaters in specihc areas and helps locate and identify sources of
pollution. In 1994, LPBF initiated the frst scheduled monitoring (rnonthly) of Lake Pontchartrain since Louisiana
discontinued its program in 1980- By the late 1990's, LPBF data indicated improving conditions. In ?000, the
LPBF initiated intensive sampling (5 samples/3O dals) at historic recreational (swimming) sites surrounding the
perirneter of Lake Pontchartrain. The data is provided as weekly water quality reports to the public, news media,
and local, state, and federal agencies. The data also indicates ar€as expedencing signifrcaut reoccuning pollution.
To address areas ofsignificant pollution, in 2002, the LPBF developed a pilot project to locate sources ofpollution
in sub basirx. The initial pilot project was irnplemented on the Bogue Falaya sub basin. Once a pollution source
was identified, technical assistance was provided to corect the problem. To date, almost 200 pollution sources have
been located. Most of these sources have been corrected. A similar project is underway in the Tchefuncte sub
basin. Partners include the LA Departrnent of Health and Hospitals (LA DHII), LA Department of Environmental

Quality (LA DEQ), local govemments, environrnentavcommunity groups, and local universities.

2) Livestock Waste Retention I?goon Maintenance: Livestock operations have been a major contributor to
pollution in the Basin Since the early 1990's most dairies and other confined animal operations in Pontchartmin's
Florida Parishes have consaucted u/aste retention lagoons. As a result, pollution ftom livestock operations has been
significantly reduced in the last decade. Today 207 dairies/liyestock waste retentior lagoons are operational in the
Florida Parishes. Unfornrnatelt many lagoons have exceeded or are nea ng their design capacity for solid storage.
These lagoons require maintenance (clean ouVremoval ofsolids every five years) or can no longer effectively retain
waste and prevent pollution. To address this challenge the LPBF developed a cost sharc clean out program for
Florida Parish livestock operations. In2001,27 livestock operations participated. In2002,33 livestock lagoons
were cleaned. ln 2003, 19lagoons were serviced. tn2OO4,24lagoons are scheduled for cleanouts. Annually,
approximately 30 to 40 clean outs will be required to maintain the effrciency ofBasin livestock lagoons. Other
parb:ers include the National Resources Conservation Service, LA Farm Bureau, LA Agdcultural Extension
Service, and LA DEQ.

3) Seweraee Pollution Reduction Assistance: Poorly operate4 inadequately designed, overloaded, and./or antiquated
sewerage systerns are rnajor contdbutors to pollution. To improve operations and reduce pollution from these
systems, the LPBF offers no cost technical advice and support to small comrnunities (subdivisions), private, and
public wastewater treatnent systerE. In2001, assistanca was provided to 80 wastewater treatment plants. In 2002,
assistance was provided to 90 wastewater treatnent plants. In 2003, assistance was provided to just over 100
wastewater treatment plants. In 2004 and subsequ€nt yea$, LPBF anticipates providing assistance to about 100
wastewater treatment plants annually. Additional part]lers iuclude the LA DHH, LA DEQ, LA AG Extension
Sewice, and parish and municipal goverun€nts.
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4) Habitat Preservation/Access/ Ouheach: LPBF works with citizeru, elected officials, communities, universities,
agencies, businesses, farmers, and others to coordinate the restoration oftle Pontchartain Basin. LPBF activities
have helped presewe in excess of 16,000 acres ofnatural habitats in the last decade. As the Pontchartrain Basin's
health improves, the public is expressing a growing need for access to recreational sites. LPBF works with citizens,
communities, agencies, and others to identify potential recreatioml sites, determine needs for sites, and orgamze
partnerships to establish and develop sites. In 2002, the LPBF helped the City of Mandeville presewe over 1,100
acres ofwetlands immediately west ofthe city. In 2003, the old Pontchartrain Beach site was reopened for public
access. LPBF prograrns incorporate intensive outreach and education activities. All LPBF prograrns are supported
by specific projects, workshops, presentations, volunteer events, and other activities. Annually, LPBF programs
reach in excess of50,000 Pontcharhain Basin elected officials, decision makers, citizens, and shrdents.
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COASTAL WETLAND EDUCATION IN THE LAI(E PONTCHARTRAIN BASIN.

Mavgarden. D. F. Pontchartrain Institute for Environmental Sciences, University ofNew Orleans, New Orleans, LA.

Summary
This project is funded by the Pontchartrain Restoration Prcgram. The following will be included in a short
presentation as part ofthe reportrng process for the fiscal year 2002 projects. The long-term goal ofthe Coastal
Wetland Education Program ofthe Pontcharhain Institute for Envirorunental Sciences is to increase the

environmental science literacy ofthe residents ofthe Lake Pontchartrain Basir; especially in regard to its
restoration. The focus is to provide quality environmental science education for teachers and students. An informed

citizenry is more able to make informed decisions regarding their environment. The education program focuses

pdrnarily on the wetland systerns ofthe Lake Pontchartrain Basin. A wetland field trip program for students in

gmdes 4-12 is offered to schools in six parishes surrounding Lake Pontchartain. During the 2002-2003 school yeat

more than 1,500 students participated in the lteld program.

We achieved our educational goals during the 2002-2O03 school year by providing 25 field trips in which students
leamed science investigation skills related to real world environm€ntal science. On each trip the students learned to

measure water quality parameters such as salinity and examined samples of organisms that form the basis ofthe

estuarine f,cod web. The students also interpreted lard use maps and aerial photography ofthe freld trip sites. They

discussed the impacts of human activities in the areas and ways in which envirotrmental issues are addressed. In

addition to conducting tlese trips, we also supported a wetland service-leaming progran! the LaBranche Wetland

Watchers, based in St. Charles Parish, by providing activities at field events held by the school.

Teachers in The Lake Pontchartrain Basin were informed about the Field Trip Program and teacher training

opporhrnities via mail and e-mail. An informational brochure was mailed to teachers on our database, as well as to

schools that had not yet participated in the prograrn The aim was to advertise the program as broadly as possible.

E-mails were also sent out to an extensive e-mail list of educators. The teachers can choose from a menu of hips and

a choice ofcanoeing land based options. A number oflocations in several parishes were offered. These include the

LaBranche Wetlards in St. Charles Parish, Cane Bayou in St. Tammany Parish, Bayou Sauvage in Orleans Parish

and Shell Beach and the Caernarvon Freshwater Diversion Project in St. Bernard Parish. We also offered more

urban hips, but these are much less popular and in fact none were scheduled this year. Tdps are scheduled upon

request fiom teachers. Teacher workshops and teacher field trips were also scheduled and advertised. For the canoe

trips, a canoe outhtter is sub-contracted. We work in cooperation with him to provide these experiences for the

students.

These trips are extremely popular with the teachers and studenls and there are always more requests than we can

accommodate. Feedback is generally extremely positive. Teachen feel that this is a very valuable experience for

thet students on a number oflevels ranging ftom a simple exposure to the wetlands, a ftrst for many urban students,

to developing the more corplex envtonmental science ideas and concepts. Because a one day trip is a brief

exposue to a corplex system and rmny complex concepts, we ask tlte teachers to both prepare the shldents before

the trip and provide follow up activities at school. The resulting experience varies from group to group, but rnany

toachers incorporate this activity into a unit about Louisiana's wetlands. The involvement ofthe teacher is an

integral and essential part ofthe whole experielce for the students

Two teacher workshops and two field hips were offered during the 2002-2003 school year. Our goal for the
workshops was to train teachers to incorporate wetlaud concepts into their curiculum and also to lead their own

field aips. This goal was only partially accomplished. There was low participation in the workshops and the field

trips so that only one of each were held. Few teachers feel confortable leading their own field trips even if our
filnds are available to cover their cxp€rrses.

The documentation of this education program is very important. This part of the program has been expanded during

this year to include an improv€d web page on th€ Pontchartain Institute Site. The IIRL address is

www.orheacb.uno.edu. Extra photography has been collected for this and other documentary purposes.
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ST. JOHN TIIE BAPTIST PARISH, SANITARY SEWER EVALUATION STUDY.

Patomo. M. LIRS Corporation, Metairie, LA-

St. John the Baptist Parish is located within the Inke Pontchartrain Basin on the southwestem shore ofthe lake, and
has a population of45,500 according to the 2000 Census. A recent incr€ase in population in the Parish has led to a
number of water resoulces problems. Of particular interest to this project, the surface water quality in Lake
Portcharb:ain places the Parish's waters on the Clean Water Act Section 303(d) impaired waters list. In order to
address this issue, the Parish has initiated a Sanitary Sewer Evaluation Study (SSES) to identify necessary repairs to
the sewers in the LaPlace area. These repairs will assist in preventing raw sewage from mixing with storm water
and overflowing sewer facilities. This cross-contamination of storm water witl sewage is contributing to the
degraclation of the Parish's surface water quality. The primary purpose of this project is to develop a Short-Term
Corrective Action Plan to address identihed problems of the sewage collection system in the l-aPlace comrnunity.
This plan will include recommendations for rehabilitation of tnown problen areas and/or recommendation for
funher investigation of problem areas. From the reconrnendations made, repairs to the sewer system can be
designed and constructed. Although it is impossible to repair every defect and leak in the systen! rehabilitation of
the worst defects will aid in reducing the amount of infrltration into InPlace's sewer system. In tum, it is
anticipated tllat this reduction will assist in improving St John the Baptist Parish's surface water quality and
nrastewater treatment efficiency to obtain the ultimate goal of the Lake Poncharhain Basin program: a cleaner lake
for all to enjoy.
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TOTAL MERCURY, METHYLMERCI'RY AND OTHER TOXIC HEAVY METALS IN THE LAKE
PONTCHARTRAIN BASIN.

Patdck. W.H. Jr., R.D. Delaune, I. Devai and A. Hou. Wetland Biogeochernisfty Institute, Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, LA.

Mercury is a widely distributed and persistent pollutant in the environment and is among the most highly
bioconcentrated trace m€tal in the hurnan food chain with up to a million-fold increase from the bofiom to the top of

the food chain. Mercury is found in elemental form in varioru organic compounds and complexes. One of these

forms is methylmercury which is far more toxic than elemental rnercury. Inorganic mercury can undergo microbial

methylation in anaerobic aquatic environments and can bioaccumulate tluough the food chain and cause

neurodevelopmental effects to humns who consume large amounts of ftsh.

The research reported here consisted ofa study of mercury, methylmercury, and heavy metal content in sediments

collected thoughout Lake Pontchartrain and [,ake Mauepas. Sediment sanples were collected on a 5 square mile

sampling grid in Lake Pontcharhain and Lake Maurepas. A few samples were taken in the Tickfaw and Blood

fuvet swamps. The sediments were analyzed for total mercury, methylmercury, and other heavy rnetals. In addition

to mercury, the sediment samples were anallzed for organic carbon content, pH, redox potential, grain size and the

concentrations ofother toxic heavy metals (bariurn,lead, arsenic, nickel, cadmium and zinc). To date all sediment

analysis have been conrpleted for sanrples collected in both Maurepas and Pontchartrain-

Experimental

Sediment sarnples were collected for various analyses ftom predetermined sampling sites in Lake Pontchartrain and

Lake Maurepas (total of 170 locations). Using a global position slstem (GPS), sample sites were identified so that a

map of the locations could be constructed. The samples were collected ftom the surface 4 inches of sediment using

a hand operated Peterson clam shell dredge. A subsample of the sediment that had not come in contact with the

rnetal of the &edge was placed in one quart jars, sealed and placed on ice until tansported to the laboratory for

storage at 5 degrees C. until the vadoru analysis are carried out. The jars were completely filled to exclude arr
(oxygen) in order to prevent any oxidation reactions. Sediment samples were anallzed for total mercury,

methylmercury, heavy metal and vadous chemical and physical panmeters. Methylmercury analysis was perforrned

using a GC-AIS system- An integrated gas cluomatography - mercuy atomic fluorescence spectrometer included a

Hewlett-Packard model HP 6890 Series Plus gas chromatograph and coupled to a PSA Merlin Detector via a

pyrolysis oven maintained at 810 C. Total metals were determined by Inductively Coupled Argon Plasma

Spectrometry (ICP) following acid digestion of sediment samples.

Results

Neither total mercury nor methylmercury was unusually high in the samples fiom Lakes Maurepas and

Pontchartrain. The Lake Maurepas samples were higher in both total mercury and methylmercury than the Lake

Pontcharhain samples, which appeared to be related to a higher organic matter content in the Lake Maurepas
scdiment- Limited sampling and analyses of sediment ftom the Tickfaw and Blood River swamp area showed a

very trigh rnethylmercury content and an average total mercury content. It is possible that this source of

niethylmercury can cause elevated mercury in frsh irhabiting this area. Studies in other areas where elevated

mercury has been found in fish have shown in many cases tbat the high€r mercuy levels in fish are more related to

sediment microbial conditions than to the total mercury content of the sediment. In the second year of this shrdy we

are examining the biogeochemical conditions responsible for methylmercury formation in Pontchartrain Basin

sedirnents. We are also analyzing over 1000 frsh sampl€s ftom several key species collected by the University of

New Orleans, These species represent seveml levels ofthe aquatic food chain in the lakes. These results have not

been cornnleted.
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BASIN MONITORING AND ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT CARD: DISTRIBT-TTION AND ABUNDANCE
OF SUBMERSED AQUATIC VEGETATION (SAV OR GRASSBEDS) AND BENTHIC
INITERTEBRATES (RANGU CLAMS) AS INDICATORS OF LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN
EI.N'IRONMENTAL Q UALI TY.

Poirrier. M.A., H.J. Cho, and E.A. Spalding. Estuarine Research Laboratory Department of Biological Sciences,
Pontchartrai! Instihrte for Environmental Sciences, University of New Orleans, New Orlearu, LA-

This study was undertaken to obtain data needed to evaluate current environmental quality in the Lake Pontchartrain
basin related to the effects ofrestoration efforts. It suppods numerous objectives ofthe Lake Pontcharhain Basin
Foundation Comprehensive Management Plan. Submersed aquatic vegetation (SAV) and benthic invefiebrates,
sluch as Rangia cune4fa, provide essential ecosystem ftnctions. They also serve as €xcellent indicators of the
condition ofestuades and as indicators of the success ofrestoration efforts. Submersed aquatic vegetation in4rroves
environmental quality by stabilizing shoreline sediments, producing oxygen and treating contaminants. Submersed
aquatic vegetation is an impaired, critical fisheries habitat that needs to be restored. Because clams are abundant
frlter feeders, they improve water quality, rsducing the impact ofpollution fiom diverse sources. Restoration of this
keystone clam species is integral to inproving the quality of Lake Pontchartrain.

Objectives - Submersed Aquatic Vegetation
The following are completed tasks in the work plan objectives. (l) Status of SAV populations was determined

'based on 2002 quantitative studies. SAV survey results were compared with those ofprevious year's (1996-2001)
using a th.ree-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with frxed variables of year, site, and depth. (2) Prevailing water
quality at survey sites was measured monthly. (3) Curent and historical SAV and quantitative water quality data
w€re statistically analyzed to determine causes of any obsewed changes. Principal component analyses (PCA's)
were applied to water quality variables (water temperah[e, dissolved oxygen, pH, salinity, turbidity, and
photos)'nthetic active radiation) to determine factors responsible for any annual and spatial variation in water
quality. The annual response of SAV to changes in environmental factors was used to examine causes of long-term
historic changes. (4) Locations ofcritical restoration sites were identified. (5) A potential SAV habitat model was
developed to predict udt area of SAV that would be restored with unit increases in water clariry. Information
obtained tfuough the study was related with landscape characteristics of Lake Pontchartrain to suggest succ€ssful
restoration strategies.

Major Findings - Submersed Aquatic Vegetation
. There was a rapid increase n SAY (Ruppia mafitima) in l999,but freshwater species, including Vallisneria

americenq declined.
. Potomogeton perfoliatus, a SAV species whose lruisiana distdbution is limited to Lake Pontchartrain, has not

been found since 1998.
. Cbanges in SAV species composition were due to increased salinity and changes in abundance were due tq

inueased water clarity caused by a drought driven by an El Nin6 to La Nini climate shift.
. Since water clarity controls abundance and SAV restoration depends on improving water clarity, th€ potential

SAV babitat model predicts a 4.5 square mile increase in north shore SAV with a unit increase in water clarity.
. The SAV increase documented in this study rivaled the historic distribution and would not have occurred

without habitat improvements such as the cessation of shell dredging.

Objectives - Benthic Invertebrates/ Rangia Clams
The following are completed tasks in the work plan objectives. (1) A lake-wide survey ofbenthic invertebrates was
conducted in August 2002. Samples ftom 2002 and samples collected in 2000 and 2001 were processed and data
were entered into a spreadsheet. (2) Data ftom 2000, 2001 and 2002 was compared with annual data obtained since
1996 and an analyses ofmajor aends conducted. (3) Al analysis ofsalinity related changes in Xazgra and
Ischodium populations was cornpleted. (4) An evaluation of the extent of the area affected by anoxia and hypoxia
was conducted. (5) Data were obtained related to the benefits ofr€storing the 100 mi' of shellhsh habitat damaged
by salinity stratifrcation driven hypoxia. (6) The possibility ofplacing a sill in Lake Pontchartrain neax the mouth of
tlle IHNC to reduce saltwater intrusion and related hlpoxia was explored.
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Major Findings - Benthic Invertebrates/Rangia clans
e Overall benthos divenity declined in 2000 and the density ofRazgra clams in 2000 though 2002 dramatically

declined.
. The decrease in overall diversity and clams occurred after a period ofhigh salinity caused by a drought driven

by an El Nin6 to La Nire ctimate shift, but the underlying factor may have been widespread low dissolved
oxygen near the bottom.

. OuI studies indicated that saltwater inkusion and associated hypoxia are seious environmental problems rn
Lake Pontchartraia and bottom habitat could be greatly improved by modification ofthe Mississippi fuver Gulf
Outlet io reduce saltwater inm$ion.

. Reduction of saltwater intrusion would restore clam habitat and resulting in major habitat improvements such
as: increased water clarity, expansion ofgrassbeds, reduction ofalgal blooms and fecal coliforms, and
convenion of the bottom ftom mud to shell.

Summary
Benthic invertebrates and submersed aquatic vegetation (SAV) are important to food chain and water quality
dynamics. These organisms are generally accepted as meaningful indicators ofthe environmental health of
estuaries. Lake Pontchartrain SAV has declined by 50 to 75% since fust studied in 1953. With SAV abundance
rapidly decreasing, further disturbance, whether it is natural or anthropogenic, could possibly decimate rernairrng
populatious and decrease essential fish habitat. Continued monitoring is needed to determine the causes ofthis
decline and to develop appropriate restoration methods. flNo studies have demonstated that large clams are absent
ftom a 100 square mile area influenced by episodes of low dissolved oxygen due to salinity stratification from more
saline water entering tbrough the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal- Clams filter a wat€r volume equivalent to Lake
Pontchartrain every ten days, and add over one million torx of shell to the bottom each year. Restoration of this
keystone clam species will improve water quality by reduci[g turbidity, algal bloorns and water borne pathogens.
This in turn will increase submersed aquatic vegetation and convert the lurstable mud bottom to hard shell.
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ST. TAMMANY PARISH WASTDWATER CONSOLIDATION PROGRAM _ PHASE 2.

Tufail- A., R. Batherson, C. Ly, and D. Mills. Camp Dresser & McKee, Inc., New Orleans, LA

This report summarizes the frndings, conclusions and recommendations ofthe second phase ofthe Wastewater
Coruolidation Program for the rapidly developing portions ofSt. Tammany Parish.

Backpround
There is clear evidence that inadequate wastewater treatment in St. Tanurnny Parish has contributed to the
degradation of water quatity in the I-ake Pontchartrain watershed. The most recent water quality survey by the
louisiana Department of Environmental Quality (LDEQ) tists nearly all the major riv€rs and streams in St.
Tammany Parish as contaminated with fecal coliform bacteria. Improperly teated sewage is the main source of this
pollution indicator, and in response the Louisiana Departmeut of Hoalth and Hospitals (DI{II) has issued advisories
for a1l of the major rivers in St. Tanrnany Parish. The high bacteria pollution levels are undoubt€dly due to the
difficulty in monitoring and maintaining adequate performance of the many individual treatment units and small
&eatment syst€ms. Maintenance ofthese systems is often poor, and many are old and failing.

The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Phase 2 Stormwater Regulation requtes the elimination ofall
discharges ftom individual wastewater treatrnent systems in urban areas by 2008. Also, the pending limits
established by the EPA Total Marimum Daily Loads (TMDLs) rule for impaired water bodies will put even more
pressure on the Parish to conect wastewater deficiencies. Under these federal regulatioas, stricter contaminant
discharge limis will be developed for water bodies cunently impaired. As the Phase 2 Stormwater regulation and
the TMDL program are inrplem€nted, the ultimate impact may be the impediment of growth in St. Tammany Parish
ifadequate and reliable wastewater teatment is not provided in the near future.

Presently public wastewater seryices are provided by seven of the eight incorporated municipalities plus a multitude
ofprivate utilities, homeowner associations, and subdivision developers. A large number ofhouseholds who occupy
homes on lots too small for successful use of leaching fields are served by septic tanks, individual mechanical
treatunent systems, or cesspools. Many of these systems are aging and poorly rnaintained. Of particular concern are
those more densely developed portions of dre Parish that are neither served by public or private utilities. Also of
concem arc those community and commercial treatrnent facilities that do not provide a level oftreatment that meets
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit requirements.

To address this urgent need the Lake Pontcharhain Basin Foundation (LBDF) engaged the University ofNew
Orlearu Urban Waste Management & Research Foundation (UWMRF) to study tlte problem and devise a conective
plan. The Lvqstewater Matdgeme&t Pl{rn of St. Tammany Parish Technical, Finar.cial and Institutional
Considerations (hereinafter ref€rred to as "the UNO Report"), published in February 1997 recommended
regionalization as the most promising solution. The IINO report serves as the foundation of'CDM's Wastewater
Consolfulation Study Phase I . 'fhe Phase I report fi.rrther develops the concept of regionalization, establishing frve
wastewater rnanagement areas (WWMAs) to serve as consolidated regions. The adopted WWMAS are the East
Tchefuncte, West Tchefuncte, Lacombe, West Slidell, and East Slidell Wastewater Management Areas.

Summarv of Recommendations
The following key recommendations are presented to the Parish for action:

1. Establish the five re commended WWMAS as the basic wastewater management units for the orgarlization,
financing, management, and admitrishation of wastcwater sewices in tlte southern portions of the Parish outside
of city corporate boundaries.

2. Award dedicated franchise areas to private utilities to provide the basic wastewater coll€ction services required
to serve all deyeloped areas within the East Tchefi.ncte, West Tchefuncte and East Slidell WWMAs. The Parish
would constmct the regional wastewater conveyance, treatmenE and disposal facilities required to serve these
three WWMAs, and to allow the existing wastewater treatment plants located within each of these three
WWMAs to be decommissioned as soon as practical and financially feasible. The franchisees would be
rcsponsible for constructing collection systems to serve pr€sently unsewered dev€lopments (where
economically feasible), the extension of service to these developments, and treatrnent of the collected
wastewater until such time that each regional system is constructed and available to serve those franchise areas.
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Award a single dedicated franchise area to one private utility covedng the entire Lacombe WWMA. It is
recommended that the ftanchise agreement include all wastewater sewices including collection, treatment and
proper disposal of the collected wastewater. The Parish would assist in identifying and procuring sites for
wastewater treatment and disposal facilities and in obtaining the required p€rmits and approvals.
Award a single dedicated franchise area to one private utility covering the entire West Slidetl WWMA. It is
recommended that the ftanchise agreement include all wastewater services including collection, treatment and
proper disposal ofthe collected wastewatsr. The Parish would assist in identifying and procuring sites for
wast€wat€r heatment and disposal facilities and in obtaining the required permits and approvals.
Assign the responsibility for adminishation and marngement of the wastewater services in the five WWMAS 10
the Parish Environmental Seryicas Deparftnent (ESD).
Expand the stafhng and reorganize the ESD to enable it to successfirlly inplement the wastewater consolidation
approach described in this report and execute the recornmendations contained in this report.
Provide the funding required to finance the design and construction ofthe regiornl facilities and the
environmental and permitting work needed to obtain approval to coustruct the needed facilities.
Initiate preliminary and final design ofthe highest priority elements of the regional wastewater conveyance,
trcaftnent, and disposal facilities.
Purchase the land required for the new regional wastewater facilities.
Initiate negotiatioDs with the owners and administrators ofwetlands that are suitable for and will benefrt from
the application offtesh water discharged ftom the new regional wastewater treatrnent plants.
Pass the legislation required to implement the r€commendations ofthis report.
Provide funding to assist low income families pay their share of the costs of the new facilities.
Assist the ftanchisees in obtaining the cooperation ofproperty owners in the construction ofthe needed
comrnunity collection systems.
Implement a NPDES permit compliance program that .xill lead to the decommissioning ofall treatment
facilities that do not provide the heatment required to protect the health ofthe residents and quality ofwater in
the dminage system and rec€iving waters.
Organize Wastewat€r Management Districts that will be responsible for the upgrade and management of all on-
site tleatment systems until community collection systems ar€ constructed and operational.
Require all new developments to obtain service ftom the franchisee responsible for wastewater seryice in that
part ofthe Parish, the nearest city, or a Parish-approved public or privately-owned wastewater facility that was
in existence on December 31, 2003.
Do not approve any new developrnents with on-site wastewater treaftnent and disposal syst€rns.
Initiate an effective public education program.
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SUSTAINABILITY AND IIEALTH OF RECREATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL FISH SPECIES IN TIIE

LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN BASIN.

Tumer. J.P.. and M.T. O'Connell. Pontchartrain Institute for Environmental Sciences, University ofNew Orleans,

In this study we used natural stable isotopes (trC and r5N) to assess spatial and temporal variability in dietary habits

of fishes within Lake PontchartraiD, an oligohaline estuary in southeastern Louisiana. To ascertain energy resqurces

suppoding fisheries production among valious habitats within the Lake Pontcharhain Basir! we sanpled sources of

organic matter (phfloplanhon, seagrass, 5p artina sp., epiphytes, detrinrs), zooplankton, bivalves, crustaceans, and

fishes at tluee sites (western, nortlrcasterq eastem) along an €stuadne gndient {ftorn oligohaline to euhaline

habitats) which corespond with the prirnary migration route offisheries species that are recreationally,

commeicially, and ecologically inportant. Stable isotope signatures of organisms collected along t-lte estuarine

gradient were signifrcantly diflerent. Organic matter collected from the westem portion of the estuary was primarily

derived ftom fteihwater-based food *ebs, while organisms collected ftom the eastem inlet were largely reliant on

marine system productivity. Similarly, isotopic signatures ftom the northeastern sample site were dominated by

marine sources of organic matt€r and generated signifrcantly shorter food chains, possibly indicativ€ ofseagrass

communities within this region. Number ofenergy resources differed along the estuarine gradient as the westem

site was dominated by a combination of fteshwater phltoplankton and detritus based food webs with a small

contribution from marine phloplankton during the summer months. Correspondingly, a mixture ofdehinus and

marine phltoplankton dominated the northeastem sites, while the eastem site was qrilen by na-dne phytopla ldon.

Summe? food webs in all three regions were relatively stable at all trophic levels while winter food webs were

marked by exceptiornlly high variability, possibly indicating significant differences in the availability ofseasonally

based cogsumeiresources. Results Aom this study indicate that frsheries species within this oligohaline estuary rely

upon various energy resources across te[poral and spatial scales. Further, the relativ€ importanae of each estuanne

sub-habitat to key flsheries species will be examined.
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IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING OF TWO D'AIRY WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEMS AND
PROPAGATION OF SAV FOR TRANSPLANTATION INTO LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN.

ward. J.D.t. B.D. LeBlarc2, C.M. Drapchor, and M.A. Poirrier4. rLSU Agdcultural Center, Southeast Research
Station, Franklinton" LA. '!LSU Agricultural Center, [Iamrnond Research Station, Hammond, LA- sClemson

University, Biological and Agricultual Engineering, Ctemson, SC. 4ttNO Dept. of Biological Sciences, New
Orleans, LA.

The dairy industry located in the north portion of the Basin is comprised of 325 dairies. Currently dahies are
requied to install a single oxidation pond and retain the waste until it catr be land applied on agdcultural lands.
Land application while effective and beneficial has it limits since waste can only be applied when pastures are in the
growing phase, soil water saturation levels are acceptable, and the amount ard concenftation ofnuhients do not
exceed the carrying capacity of the soil. For these and other reasons, altematives are being investigat€d to determine
the effectiveness in terms ofboth runoffabateme[t and cost.

Due to delays between UNO, LSU AgCenter and NOAA this two year project began in late June 2003. To date we
haYe started the installation ofa two-stage lagoon system and the constructed wetlands tertiary tr€atment syst€m as
well as a concurent but separate biological waste treatment system called the Anoxic/Aerobic system for test
treahnent of dairy waste.

The following is a brief summary of the project and its goals:

Constructed Wetlands
The wetland is a 60 ft x 180 ft X 3 ft cell attached to a two-stage lagoon (anaerobic and aerobic) system currently
under constntction For scientific evaluation, the lagoon system is replicated twice and the wetland system rs
replicated three tirnes within each lagoon replicate. When lagoons are conpleted and the wetlands constructed ard
tied in, each system will be a replicated tlree phase treatment system (arnerobic lagoon, aerobic lagooq wetlands
treatmenq.

The project is taking place at the LSU Agcenter's Southeast Daiy Research Station located in Franklintoq LA.
This dairy herd is cornprised ofapproximately 200 cattle and generates over 14,000 gallons ofwaste water per day.
Through a system of valves and meters, the investigators can control and divert various amount ofthis waste warer
into the replicat€d thee stage treatnent system and evaluate levels ofselected parameters from ent{r into the system
to exit M€asured at minimum monthly, the following will be evaluated: Total phosphates, Nitrogen (Kjeldahl,
nitrates, nitdtes), total solids, fecal coliforms, COD, dissolved oxyge4 terperature.

Each wetland will contain emetgent wetland plants indigenous to the region and that have been shown to havc
relatively high nutrient uptake potential. Potential candidates include: Pickerel weed (Pon tedeia cordata), watet
permTwort (Hydrocotyle aquatiLa) Soft. stem bul-rush (Scnp us validus), square stem spike ru sh (Eleocharis
quddrdngulats). Additionally within each wetland cell, we will experiment with the propagation ofa submerged
species Vallisneria ameri.cqna. This plant is indigenous to Lake Pontcharhain and has declined by 50-70% since
1953. Efforts are now underway by UNO to tansplant and reestablish these important gtass beds but the major
sortrce ofplant material for transplantation is primary donor sites. This project will experiment with propagation
using suspended fiber mats in th€ nutdent rich wetlands cells for later Eansplartation into Lake Pontcharharn.

Through this phase of the proj ect we hope to determine if nutients and fecal coliforms can be significantly reduced
using this system or a variation of it. What plants or plant communities are most effective at nutrient abatement.
Which plant species are possible to propagate, how long do they take to establisll and what is the cost and trlll€
conunitment to maintain. Additionally, other questiorx include: What seasons ofthe year is nutrient abatcm€nt
reduced and by how much? What is the hydraulic retention times required to obtain a given reduction? What dairy
herd size can this system handle? How often do these systems need to be reworked to maintain e{Iectiveness? Are
any successes worth the cost of the reductions?

AA (anoxic/aerobic) Reactor
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The AA reactor system consists of a two stage treatment. The first chamber consists of an afloxic reactor that
receives th€ raw dairy waste. In this chamber heterotrophic bacteria oxidize carbon to CO2 and convert nihate
nitrogen to nitrogen gas, thus reducing the inorganic nitrogen content in the wastewater. Prior lab-scale studies in the
LSU AgCenter have shown tlnt reductions in organic carbon and increased oxygen concentrations in dairy waste
will result in large reductions in fecal coliform concentrations. The second chamber receives the partially treated
waste where autotrophic nitrifying bacteria oxidize the ammonia to nitrate under aerobic conditions. A portion of
the nitrate is then fed back to the anoxic reactor to supply the needed nitrate to &ive the first chamber.

Previous research at LSU AgCent€r demonstrated the AA system to be effectiv€ at reducing ammonia and organic
rratter fiom swine waste at both the lab and freld scale, Under lab conditions, the A./A system was investigated for
dairy wastewater treahnent and potential reduction of fecal coliforms (FC). The A,/A system was operated at
recirculation ratios of 1 and 2 and hydraulic retention times of 24 and 12 hours for Runs I and 2, respectively. For
Run 1, ammonia-N was reduced by 99.8%, total COD was reduced 70%, and total inorganic N was reduced 73olo at
steady state. ForRun 2, ammonia-N, total COD and total inorganic _carbon were reduced 99.1Yo,53% andl3Yo,
respectively. In both runs, FC levels were decreased fiom l0' to 10' cells/ml, roughly equivalcnt to the reduction
achieved by anaerobic lagoons with 60 dala hydraulic retention times.

The AA reactor is being install€d adjacent to the lagoon and wetland systenl and its effectiveness will be tested
concurrently but separately ftom the lagoon/wetland syst€(L Selccted volumes ofraw dairy waste can be controlled
and m€tered into the reactor in order to determine hydraulic retention times needed to produce significant reductions
in organic carbon, nutrients, and fecal coliform concentrations. This pilot scale test will allo'iv us to determine if
such a system could reasonably and cost effectively be scaled up to treat waste ftom various size dairy herds in the
event futue demands on the dairy industry require it.
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